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WHY PASSARE?
Passare’s barcode tracking app has helped us become
more efficient throughout the entire process of caring
for a family’s loved one. We have peace of mind because
we can track every transfer of a decedent and his or her
valuables, and our families have comfort knowing that
there is a completely secure process surrounding the care
of their loved one.
Life is better
with Passare.
Glenn Rosenbaum

Funeral homes today can no longer

Todd Carlson

take customer loyalty for granted. In

Executive Vice President

fact, many funeral homes are losing

& Chief Sales Officer

ground to competitors in and out of

FUNERAL DIRECTORS LIFE

Free Webinar
September
Friday,
September
13
13
10:00 AM Central

REGISTER TODAY!

bit.ly/loyaltywebinar2

Vice President
French Funerals and
Cremations
Albuquerque, NM

their market. Most blame the changing
funeral consumer for declining loyalty,
but the REAL problem will surprise
you. During this eye-opening webinar,

®

you will learn the real reason for
declining customer loyalty and leave
with some key takeaways to increase

info@passare.com
800-692-6162
Visit www.passare.com

customer loyalty and referral rates in
your market.
Funeral Director Continuing
Education credit available for
select states!

www.funeraldirectorslife.com
800-692-9515

FRAZER-POWERED WEBSITES

Websites that
are both beautiful
and functional.
Not only are our websites functional and beautifully
designed, they have many innovative features, such as
integrations with funeral software, revenue-generating
Tribute Store for flower orders, Tribute Pay, social
Tribute Walls, and much more! Plus, when we come up
with new features, we add them to your Frazer-powered
website at no additional cost to your funeral home.
C O N TA C T U S T O R E Q U E S T A F R E E
W E B S I T E D E M O N S T R AT I O N !
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• Virtually zero limitations
• No risk and no recourse
• We do all the work for you • Provides funds to families beyond funeral expenses
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p r o d uct s p ot l i g ht
4 0 Pierce BodyLift

The BodyLift is an innovative mechanism that allows
one person to easily transfer bodies from one area in
the prep room to another.
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4 4 noble metal solutions
Noble Metal Solutions is a full-service industrial
refinery serving crematories, funeral homes and
cemeteries throughout the U.S. and Canada. They
offer an environmentally responsible solution to your
post-cremation metals concerns.
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Specialty Vehicles

info@noblemetalsolutions.com
4028 Park 65 Dr. Indianapolis, IN 46254
Ph: 888.764.3105

8 0 Specialty Vehicles

See New and Used Vehicles.

8 2 Ad Index

Manufacturers and Suppliers that make
it possible to bring you Funeral Business
Advisor Magazine.
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FBA's E-Newsletter is the perfect educational supplement
between issues! We feature articles, new or noteworthy
designs, and industry news in another clean and easy to
read format. SUBSCRIBE NOW to make sure you always
have the most up-to-date information available!
Subscribe at www.FuneralBusinessAdvisor.com.
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Ellery Bowker is the Founder and CEO
of Aftercare.com. Aftercare.com helps
funeral homes and cemeteries build
loyalty with an automated follow up
program. Ellery can be reached by
phone at (800) 721-7097 or reach by
email ellery@aftercare.com.
DJ Jons serves as Director of Learning
and Development at Funeral Directors
Life and has a passion for learning and
growing and inspiring others to learn
and grow every day as well. DJ has been
with Funeral Directors Life for over 25
years and enjoys sharing her love of continual personal
and professional growth and development with the
company’s employees, client funeral homes, and sales
professionals. DJ has trained funeral home and sales
teams across the nation, helping them grow and unleash
their inner potential through industry-leading training
programs and CE courses. To connect with DJ, please
email her at dj.jons@funeraldirectorslife.com.
Ronald H. Cooper, CPA is a funeral home
accountant and consultant with Ronald
Cooper, CPA, PLLC. He can be reached
by phone at 603-671-8007, or by email
at ron@funeralhomeaccounting.com.
Raymond L. Bald, CPA, CFE is a funeral
home tax accountant and consultant
with Cummings, Lamont & McNamee,
PLLC. He can be reached by phone at
603-772-3460, or you may email him
at rbald@clmcpa.com.
Tyler Anderson was born and raised
in the funeral profession, He grew up
with a personal appreciation for the
importance of ceremony and ritual. His
grandfather started his first funeral
home in 1944 and the Anderson family
continues to operate firms in the state of Ohio today. Tyler
began his preneed career as an advance planner, then
regional sales manager with The Outlook Group, which
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A full line of

his father, Charles, founded in 1985. Later, as CEO and
President (2010-2016), Tyler helped Outlook Group
become one of the nation’s top preneed companies. His
unwavering passion to help more families experience
a meaningful service fueled his decision to unite with
Precoa in 2017. Today, Tyler helps to share our vision
nationwide through the connections he builds with
funeral homes and professional peers. To connect with
Tyler, he can be reached by phone at 773.263.5187 or
by email tanderson@precoa.com.
Shannon Cummings is the Creative
Thinking Writer and Storyteller for
Life Celebration, Inc, a company that
specializes in experience staging,
training, and custom print design and
production. Shannon can be reached at
888.887.3782 or email scummings@lifecelebration.com
or visit www.lifecelebrationinc.com.
Kevin McKay is the Cremation
Division Manager for Mid-States
Recycling and Refining. Kevin can
be reached by phone at 847-2980010 or email Kevin at mckay@
midstatesrecycling.com, or visit at
www.cremationrecycling.com.

Cremation Products

from Thacker to help you serve every family

A Ceremonial Rental Caskets - 7 Designs to Choose From
$1,550 each
$395 rent-the rental® (in-network only)
Inserts from $149 each

FREE DELIVERY | sold nationwide

B AltaView

FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY (in-network)
FREE SHIPPING NATIONWIDE (10 unit minumum)

C Economy Cremation Boxes
$6.50 Economy Box
$1.50 Economy Top

A

plus shipping | sold in lots of 150
sold nationwide
optional wood boards $3.00 each

Petra Lina Orloff is president and
CEO of Beloved, which produces
custom, personalized, handcrafted
obituaries and eulogies. She has been
a professional writer for over 20 years
and also completed the PhD program
in English at Wayne State University in Detroit, where
she taught literature and cultural studies. Her academic
area of specialty is storytelling. You may contact her at
petra@beloved-press.com or at (248) 894-7076, or
visit www.beloved-press.com.
Welton Hong is the founder and
marketing director of Ring Ring Marketing
(FuneralHomeProfits.com), which
specializes in helping funeral homes
convert leads from online directly
to the phone line. Welton also is a
speaker at funeral home conferences
and the author of Making Your Phone Ring with Internet
Marketing for Funeral Homes. Reach him by email at info@
ringringmarketing.com or call toll-free at 888.383-2848.

A

$69 each quantity of 10+
$89 each quantity of 6-8
$109 each quantity of 2-4

B
C

Cremation Rollers
1.5” Diameter $.54 per roller
plus shipping | case of 140

2.0” Diameter $.60 per roller
plus shipping | case of 75

Temporary Urns & Mailers
Urns - $2 per urn

plus shipping | case of 36

Mailers $1.33 per mailer
plus shipping | case of 36

THACKERCASKETS.COM | 800.637.8891

i n d u st r y
a l e r ts
WILBERT FUNERAL SERVICES, INC.
ACQUIRES ASTRAL INDUSTRIES, INC.
Overland Park, KS — Wilbert
Funeral Services, Inc. (“WFSI”)
is pleased to announce it has
completed the acquisition of certain
assets of Astral Industries, Inc., Astral Carrier Inc. and
other related Astral companies (“Astral”). Based in Lynn,
Indiana, Astral is a leading manufacturer of steel caskets
and has supplied independent distributors and funeral
homes across the United States for over 45 years. Astral
Carrier is a 48-state contract carrier with a fleet of air-ride
tractors and trailers. This transaction supports WFSI’s
continued growth strategy through continued reinvestment
in complementary products and services benefiting funeral
professionals and the families they serve. This commitment
to offering solutions to industry professionals and their
customers will continue to drive the combined enterprises.
“We are very pleased to welcome Astral to the Wilbert family,”
stated Dennis Welzenbach, President & CEO of WFSI. “We

CLARITY MEMORIES IS BRINGING THE PAST TO
OUR FUTURE “Keeping Memories Alive”
Fort Wayne, IN — Wanting to make
a difference in the way we remember
loved ones? Clarity Memories
approaches the quick response
(QR) codes with a new light and
with new products. Clarity Memories is now serving funeral
homes, cemeteries, flower shops, and the general public.
How it works?
Clarity Memories understands the importance of keeping
memories alive. Many of us have seen QR codes on headstones
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will retain Astral’s manufacturing platform and offices, and
Don Robinson, currently Executive Vice President – Licensee
Products & Services and President of Signet Supply for WFSI,
will be relocating to Lynn to assume the position as President
of Astral, while retaining his role with Signet Supply.”
“We would like to thank Astral’s independent distributor
and funeral home customers, as well as the Signet Supply
distributor group, for their support as we worked to complete
the merger of these iconic brands,” stated Robinson. “We are
committed to building on Astral’s industry-leading quality,
great customer service, and dedicated transportation,
which provide both distributors and funeral professionals
unequaled value. In the months ahead, Astral plans to
introduce an expanded line of burial and cremation products
for distributors under the new brand Astral SELECT™.”

Introducing FDMS Pro® with Performance Tracker.™ FDMS Pro

®

contains the tools and features to

easily manage every aspect of the case process, and also utilizes the power of Johnson Consulting Group’s widely
used Performance Tracker™software to provide a deep dive into sales analysis reporting not being offered by any

As demonstrated by this transaction, WFSI remains
committed to the North American funeral industry and to
the Wilbert network of Licensees.

other software company in the funeral space. It’s like having a business consultant at your fingertips 24/7 providing

For more information, call (708) 865-1600.

size funeral operation with annual fees lower than the cost of an average funeral. For more information on this

insight on issues like rising cremation, lowering profits and developing staff. And, FDMS Pro® is affordable for any
game-changing business management program, please call one of our support team members or visit webfdms.com.

but not everyone brings them into their homes. We link up
a person’s or pet’s tribute page to a specific QR code that
can be affixed to a headstone or engraved on our products.
Weather a simple keychain to keep memories close, a nice
picture frame, or even a custom engraved plaque, the code
can be read anytime and from anywhere you choose.
At Clarity Memories we find ways to keep memories alive
through stories, pictures, video and even audio files. We have
options for everyone and accept custom requests. We capture
memories that can be lost through generations by integrating
it together into one place for future generations to enjoy.
For more information please contact Clarity Memories at
1-800-697-0725 or email us at info@claritymemories.com.

8095 North 85th Way • Scottsdale, AZ 85258 • (480) 568-8280 • info@webfdms.com • webfdms.com

“Our firm has used FDMS case management software for 5 years and we continue to be impressed with their
willingness to collaborate with us on program improvements, the annual upgrades, as well as the useful reports,
spreadsheets and industry trackers. And, because the software is web-based, we don’t need expensive servers
or back-up systems, and can access our data from anywhere by smartphone or tablet.”
–Jason Bradshaw, Bradshaw Funeral & Cremation Services

Industry alerts
THE ECO-FRIENDLY ALTERNATIVE
TO FLAME CREMATION.

Johnson Consulting Group Launches
#StayConnected Performance Tracker Features
Scottsdale, AZ — Johnson
Consulting Group is excited to
announce new and exciting features
through Performance Tracker™
that will help funeral and cemetery
businesses stay connected to the families they serve.

HT-500
Human System

PET-400
Pet System

Bio-Response Solutions builds systems specifically for
funeral homes and small businesses. Our systems let our
customers run their business, serve their community, and
experience the joy of having simple and reliable equipment.
Learn more:
www.aquamationinfo.com
(317) 386-3500
200 Colin Ct. Danville, IN 46122

For nearly a decade, JCG Performance Tracker™ has
been providing and reporting accurate measurements of
customer satisfaction and sales performance through the
power of surveys. With around 171,400 sales contracts
and 123,000 surveys analyzed annually, JCG is able to
benchmark industry standards for funeral and cemetery
professionals to identify strengths and weaknesses, and
establish actionable measures to improve their businesses.
The stay connected features include three key enhancements
to our At-Need Surveys:
• Follow up sympathy cards
• Mobile survey
• Other Texting Capabilities
The first of these features launching is the #StayConnected
follow up cards. JCG Performance Tracker™ will now send a
sympathy card right after services (paired with the traditional
JCG Survey), along with a holiday card, and a remembrance
card throughout the year. These cards are available in 4
uniquely designed sets.

THINKING ABOUT SELLING YOUR
FUNERAL HOME?
AFC Can Help:
• Find the Right Buyer
• Maximize the Price
• Negotiate Favorable Terms
• Ensure Your Legacy
AFC can help you find a buyer that shares your vision and business
values. We have the resources and expertise to get you the highest price
with the best terms, and we can facilitate a transaction that ensures the
continuation of the legacy you’ve worked so hard to build.
We Specialize In
• Business Appraisals • Sales & Acquisitions • Business Plans
Plus many more services to meet your business needs.
Call Us Today at (800) 832-6232
Melissa A. Drake
COO/President
Kathy D. Williams
CFO/Secretary
Treasurer

teamafc.com
16 Plattekill Avenue
New Paltz, NY 12561
800-TEAM-AFC
afc@teamafc.com
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Passare® to Partner with Aftercare.com
Abilene, TX — Passare, Inc. is
proud to partner with Aftercare.com
to provide their mutual customers a
more efficient process for enrolling
their families into the Aftercare.com
service, an automated solution for following up with families
after the service is over.
“We are pleased to partner with Aftercare.com to streamline
the process of following up with families after a service,”
Passare CEO, Jay Thomas said. “The easier we can make
it for our clients to connect with the families they serve, the
better. This is a big win for our mutual customers because
it reduces duplicate data entry and helps our clients save
time.”
Funeral homes who use Passare and Aftercare.com will
be able to set up an automated report that sends contact
information for family and friends on new and archived cases
directly to Aftercare.com to be enrolled into the Aftercare
Card Program, or the Aftercare-By-Text program. With
either program, funeral homes are able to let families know
they are thinking about them, which builds relationships
and helps to create loyal families.

Keeping Memories Alive
We find ways to keep memories alive through stories, pictures,
video and even audio files. We have options for everyone and
accept custom requests. We capture memories that can be
lost through generations by integrating them together into one
place for future generations to enjoy.

Simple, Flexible, Long Lasting Memory,
User Friendly, Fast Turnaround, Pre-need
A way to conveniently keep memories that otherwise
would be lost over time. Up to 50% commission.

Contact us today to learn more!
800.697.0725 | info@claritymemories.com | www.claritymemories.com

“We are laser focused on creating an effortless experience
when it comes to enrolling families,” said Ellery Bowker,
Founder, and CEO of Aftercare.com. “Partnering with
Passare helps to make that possible, and that’s a win for
everyone.”

“All of these features we are adding to Performance Tracker
will not only help these businesses build relationships with
the families they serve, but it helps build resiliency,” says
Kate Cowger, JCG’s Director of Technology, “It keeps the
lines of communication open, and shows that we are stronger
together.” The texting features and mobile survey are
currently being tested at a beta location and are projected
to be released by the end of Q2.

“We’re happy to team up with Aftercare.com,” said Thomas.
“Our goal is to make it as easy as possible for funeral
directors to run their businesses, and this is just one way
we are helping to streamline funeral home processes. The
beauty of this is that you can set it and forget it and rest
assured that your families are being served through a quality
aftercare program.”

“Our goal by adding these new features is to increase online
reviews of the businesses we serve,” says president of
Johnson Consulting Group, Jake Johnson, “And now that
so much of what we do is mobile facing, it will make it easier
for those families to share their experience online.”

To learn more about Passare’s collaboration software, visit us
at www.passare.com.

Johnson Consulting Group is committed to providing
intelligent business solutions that address operational and
financial needs within funeral homes and cemeteries. By
creating personalized partnerships with these professionals
to streamline their systems and processes, it allows them to
save time and focus on what matters. Our solutions include
business succession planning services, technology, financial
management & accounting services, professional funeral &
cemetery consulting, JCG Performance Tracker™, and much
more. For more information about #StayConnected, and JCG
Performance Tracker™, email info@johnsonconsulting.com.

Introducing Clarity Memories

ABOUT PASSARE: Passare offers the funeral profession’s only
collaboration software. With Passare, you can collaborate
with families and team members anytime, anywhere, using
any device. Plus, with unlimited users, devices, and updates,
along with 24-hour customer support, you have access to your
information when and where you need it. For a free demo, visit
www.passare.com.

Your Memorial Jewelry Source!

941.751.3382

ABOUT AFTERCARE.COM: Aftercare.com makes it easy for
funeral homes and cemeteries to stay in touch with families after
the service is over. With personalized, caring text messages
or cards sent automatically, funeral homes are able to serve
at-need families while still letting previous families know they
are being remembered.

july/august 2019 | www.FuneralBusinessAdvisor.com
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Industry alerts

HOMESTEADERS LIFE COMPANY RELEASES NEW
ECHECK PAYMENT OPTION

Funeral Home Gifts Announces Introduction
of Revolutionary Photo Urns

WILBERT'S NEW SIMPLIFI™ PROGRAM STREAMLINES
OUTER BURIAL CONTAINER PRESENTATIONS

Stellmach, Director of Marketing, Wilbert Funeral Services,
Inc. “No need for internet, no need for computers - unless the
computer monitor is preferred by the funeral professional”.

West Des Moines, IA —
Homesteaders Life Company
has announced the release of a
new electronic check (eCheck)
payment option for policy owners. The new feature is available
for premium payments on multi-pay policies and early payups, adding to an already robust suite of payment options.

Lynn, NC — Funeral Home
Gifts, the nation’s premier
provider of personalization
products, is excited to
announce it’s latest product
offering – enamel-baked
photo urns.

“At Homesteaders, we are always looking for new ways
to enhance the customer experience for policy owners,
funeral providers and agents,” said Senior Vice President
of Customer Service Krista Frank. “eCheck is another way
Homesteaders is making it easy and convenient to pay
policy premiums. It’s a great option for policy owners who
prefer not to use a credit card or mail in a physical check.”
With Homesteaders’ new eCheck feature, users can
electronically withdraw funds from a checking or savings
account to make policy payments – fee free. Families can
access the new feature through the secure policy owner
on Homesteaders’
August portal
'19:Layout
1 6/19/19 website.
10:22 AM Page 1

“We recognize that funeral
homes and the families they
serve already have a ton of
urn options,” said Funeral
Home Gifts president, Karl
Weisenbeck. “So why would
we want to jump in with a
new product in a market that
could be considered already
saturated with options?
Because we listened to what
our customers have told us would resonate with the families
they serve and are responding with a truly revolutionary
offering that no one has seen before.”

Broadview, IL — Taking
the
confusion
and
complication out of the
outer burial container (OBC)
presentation to families is the
goal of simpliFi™, a new program developed by Wilbert Funeral
Services, Inc. There is no cost to funeral professionals. A
table graphic and short video are the only tools utilized in the
simpliFi program. SimpliFi has been proven to save time in
presenting OBC options to families and to increase the sales
of burial vaults over unlined grave boxes.

Wilbert simpliFi is not only simple for families to understand,
it is quick and simple for funeral professionals to learn.
A convenient pocket guide provides an easy 1-2-3 step
approach which when combined with the two-minute
video only takes an average of four minutes to present. To
further support the funeral professional, Wilbert provides
an additional reference packet detailing how to address
various concerns that are commonly expressed by families,
which is a great resource for newer funeral professionals as
well as a refresher for more seasoned professionals. “Those
who have used simpliFi have applauded its valuable support
even for those who already have experience and a good
track record of lined burial vault sales,” added Stellmach.
“Of particular note has been how simpliFi opens discussions
of personalization and graveside services.”

Additional information can be found at homesteaderslife.com/
policy-owner-resources.

CALL ABOUT MONTHLY SPECIALS

KE

TS
EPSA
KE PENDAN

New Additions
Madelyn Keepsake Pendants are hand made
using jewelry-grade metals.

AntiqueFiligreePewterCross AntiquePewterRosew/Pearl

Available next day and in vertical and horizontal formats,
Funeral Home Gifts new photo urn is
constructed of unbreakable enamel-baked
finished aluminum, printed with up to five
images of the decedent and custom text in full
color and high definition. The urn is completed
with finished hardwood ends creating a classic
presentation for display in any home or office
setting.
“I’ve seen statistics that state that that
within two years of a service, 80% of families
can’t even remember who their death care
provider was,” said Weisenbeck. “Our urn
creates an amazing presentation as a stand
alone centerpiece at memorial services. And
when displayed with our Tribute Blanket and
personal items cherished by the deceased
family member, it truly transforms a vanilla
service into a ‘wow experience’ and cements
the funeral home as the family’s go-to death
care provider.”

SimpliFi addresses the challenge of educating and
communicating effectively with families who are increasingly
time-crunched and distracted, yet still need to understand
OBC choices including personalization options that will help
create a treasured tribute and satisfactory experience. While
there are various approaches on the market to present OBC
options, many funeral providers prefer personal engagement
with families which is what the simpliFi program is all about.
“There are a variety of easy ways to present the video, making it
very easy to share the simpliFi program with families” said Wayne

Wilbert has a schedule of simpliFi webinars with an array of
dates and times to accommodate those who would like to
learn more about simpliFi. To see the schedule and register
for a webinar, go to www.wilbert.com/simplifi/webinars.
Local Wilbert Licensees can provide additional information
or arrange a demonstration of how simpliFi™ can simplify
burial vault presentations.

Simple, hassle-free financing with
little or no money down for:

Ready to sell?
Ready to buy?
Need cash?

acquisitions

refinances

expansions

renovations

new
construction

working
capital

introducing real buyers and sellers
on a daily basis!

We offer:
• Solid support throughout every buy-sell
process, including cash-flow analysis
• Expert legal support
• Necessary stock agreements
• Clear and concise communication every
step of the way.

When you need a buyer,
a property, or cash, call us.

To learn more about Funeral Home Gifts new
photo urn, call 800-233-0439 or email Karl
Weisenbeck at karlw@funeralhomegifts.com,
or visit www.funeralhomegifts.com.
Inc.

SterlingSilverFeather

SterlingSilverFishHook

800-788-0807 Fax 608-752-3683
www.madelynpendants.com
e-mail orders@madelynco.com
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Industry alerts

MATTHEWS AURORA ™ FUNERAL SOLUTIONS
LAUNCHES STATIONERY PERSONALIZATION AND
OTHER SOLUTION CENTER ENHANCEMENTS
Pittsburgh, PA — Matthews Aurora™ Funeral Solutions today
announced the launch of a new stationery personalization
feature and other enhancements to its online customer
Solution Center, available exclusively to Matthews Aurora
funeral home customers.
2019_NFDA Show Booth Sign Convention_33x78.pdf
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The new stationery personalization feature is compatible
with all stationery templates available in Matthews Aurora’s
Cherished Memories™ stationery catalog, including its
exclusive, best-selling Honoring our Heroes line of memorial
stationery crafted from authentic military uniform fabric,
designed by Jonathan Field. The personalization feature
is easy to use and requires only basic Adobe® Acrobat®
and a standard printer. Service information is entered into
the system once and then can be auto populated to print
register book pages, service folders, bulletins, prayer cards
and bookmarks. The system also includes a search feature,
making finding the right stationery product quick and easy.
Matthews Aurora also recently announced enhancements to
its Solution Center App, including enhanced visual design,

2019

PIERCE ADDS BODY LIFT ™ TO ITS PREP
ROOM PRODUCT LINE
improved selection guides that help arrangers and families
find the perfect casket, the ability to select and compare
favorites, a new “Kiosk Mode,” and consumer information
videos on “Selecting a Casket,” “I’ll Remember You®
Cremation Choices,” and Personal Expressions™ 3D Printed
Urns. The Solution Center App is now available for Android®
and Apple® smartphones and tablets from the Google Play
Store™ and the Apple App Store®.
The Solution Center also now includes electronic order forms
for Personal Expressions™ 3D Printed Urns and 3D Crystal
Tributes, and an urn engraving preview in the ordering cart.
Customers who are already Solution Center users may begin
using the new stationery personalization feature and other
enhancements immediately.
Customers not yet registered for the Solution Center may
contact their Matthews Aurora™ Funeral Service Consultant
or Customer Service. Customer Service may be reached at
1-800-457-1111.

NFDA International Convention & Expo
Chicago, IL • October 27-30

2019 NFDA
International
Convention
& Expo
Chicago, IL
October 27-30
Relive the past, explore
the present and focus on
your future in Chicago this
October!

nfda.org/Chicago2019

Dallas, TX — Pierce has
expanded its prep room
equipment product line
to include the Body Lift™
device, an innovative
mechanism that allows one
person to easily transfer
bodies from one area in the
prep room to another. The
Pierce Body Lift reduces
potential back strain and
other injuries to prep room
staff that can be caused by
manually lifting bodies.
Pierce Body Lift™ has
evolved throughout the
years since its introduction
in the mid-2000s as the
Body Scoop™ by B-Mobile,
Inc., which was acquired
by Pierce in early 2019.
Wayne Blacklock, former
president of B-Mobile,
further modified the
design based on funeral
professionals’ feedback
so that the scoops lock under the body with no lifting and
the lifting motor provides a smooth lift from table to table
and casketing.

Finding innovative solutions to
challenges that face our clients.
Development / Architectural Design / Construction Services

SINCE 1874

800.772.1758 / www.millerab.com

The ceiling-mounted systems can be designed with a simple
single rail over the embalming table, or an H-shaped rail
configuration covering the complete preparation room. All of
the lifts are installed by certified installers across the United
States.
“The Pierce Body Lift is truly compatible with our line of
prep room equipment which not only makes embalmers’
jobs easier but ensures they operate in a safe environment,”
remarked Lance Ray, COO and Executive Vice-President of
Pierce. “Constant lifting can not only lead to back injuries,
but is also exhausting, so an investment in a Body Lift can
even yield returns in staff productivity.”
There is also a financial return on investment in terms of
time savings and reduced insurance costs, with an average
24-month ROI after installation of a Pierce Body Lift. In
addition, funeral homes with less than 30 full-time employees
and/or gross income up to $1 million may apply for the ADA
section 44 (C1) $5,000 tax credit for an injury prevention
program like this.
For more information on the Pierce Body Lift, contact a
Pierce Sales Representative or call Pierce at 800.527.6419.
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Funeral Home
Success Story

Drexel Location

Drexel Lobby

Philadelphia Chapel

Vaughn Greene

a degree in Mortuary Science in 1984 and founded Vaughn
Greene Funeral Services in 1996,” he continues. There are
now a total of four funeral homes in the Baltimore area that
don Vaughn Greene’s name.
Vaughn was determined to open his own funeral home in
Baltimore because even though it was a very urban city,
there were no minority funeral homes serving the suburbs
of Baltimore or Baltimore County. In 1996, he purchased his
first location and never looked back.

Batchelor Brothers Funeral Services is a full-service, African
American-owned and operated funeral and cremation
organization. Their firm has been leading our industry in
service to thousands of families across three states. They
are known for their distinguished service and compassionate
care. With each day, their business strives for perfection and
is constantly finding ways to better serve their families.
“My career in the funeral industry started at the age of
15,” begins Vaughn Greene, Founding Partner, President,
Licensed Funeral Director and Pastor with Batchelor Brothers
Funeral Services. “I was working for an urban funeral home in
West Baltimore, when I came to the realization that I wanted
to be self-employed. I went to school and graduated with
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“I think the fact that I was the only minority funeral director
serving Baltimore County at that time really helped us gain
traction in the community. That was the genesis for me
expanding and growing in that market. From there, brand
recognition and the service I was providing the community
really catapulted me into expanding to more locations,”
explains Vaughn.
That expansion led to Philadelphia under the Batchelor
Brothers moniker. In 2010, recognizing that there was a
need to compassionately deliver high quality, uniquely
distinct funeral services to families in times of loss, Batchelor
Brothers Funeral Services purchased the prior Levine family
funeral home, located in the West Oak Lane section of
North Philadelphia. They renovated the 17,000 square foot
facility to incorporate a 400-seat chapel to accommodate
the community, as well as several viewing rooms, a large
conference room, and a comprehensive selection room.
Drexel Viewroom

continued from previous page 24
In January 2016, the firm extended their care and services
into Trenton, New Jersey. They took over the prior Saul
family funeral home on Greenwood Avenue in Hamilton
Square, just outside of Trenton. Families in that community
can now expect the same level of quality and comfort their
Philadelphia neighbors have come to expect from the
Batchelor Brothers name.
More recently in 2019, the firm opened their Drexel Hill
location to serve West Philadelphia and surrounding
townships. All three locations continue to provide
exceptional service and comfort to families experiencing
loss.
“All of our facilities are very well-maintained. They offer
ample off-street parking and large sanctuary spaces for
families. Each location is equipped with hospitality areas
where families can detach themselves from the viewing or
service and find solitude in a quiet area where they might
want to refresh themselves with coffee or tea, cookies,
or pastries. The quiet areas really help families find some
peace in getting away from the crowds and spend time
together,” Vaughn states respectfully.
Each Batchelor Brothers location also offers areas for
young children to play and unwind. Having a space for
them to play board games or video games on tablets or
phones is something families have really appreciated.
Since the very first day, Vaughn has done everything he
can to make each location naturally comfortable for the
families he serves. By paying attention to each minute
detail and constantly going above and beyond for families,
the Batchelor Brothers legacy is one that will continue for
generations.
“I was raised in a Christian family and funeral service is my
calling. It is my ministry. My commitment to my faith and
the fact that I honestly believe I am held accountable at
a higher level, a higher level of service that I provide to
God’s people. Since He has entrusted me and holds me
accountable for the families I am serving, I take my service
very seriously. It goes beyond just my ministry to the family;
it is my ministry to God first and foremost that drives me. I
am ac-countable to Him and so my ministry to Him is me
using my gifts, my talents, my resources, and my skills to
provide encouragement and comfort to the families he
entrusts in my care,” passionately expresses Vaughn.
Vaughn’s faith drives him to be the best he can be. For this
reason, the funeral home’s name holds a lot of weight in
the community and their service is unparalleled.
In addition to serving his community with his business,
Vaughn has also served as a pastor in Baltimore for seven
years. He even donated 100% of his compensation back
to the church and community. This outlook on life and
dedication to serving families is a common theme among
the firm’s staff as well. They share Vaughn’s passion for
service and their dedication to their communities has
been a major factor in the firm’s success. Their mission is
to compassionately deliver high quality, uniquely distinct
funeral service solutions to families experiencing loss and

to be a valued resource partner to their community. The
family-owned business considers their staff, the families
they serve, as well as the communities in which they live
and work to be a part of their family.
“At the end of the day, it is 100% about being committed
and dedicated to the service you provide to families. In
order to do that, you are going to have to invest, not only
in your business, but you are going to have to invest in your
community as well. Beyond a monetary sense as well, you
need to put in time and volunteer - you are going to have to
prove you are a servant and that goes beyond the service
you provide when someone passes away,” advises Vaughn.
“If you are dedicated to your community and your culture
and dedicated to things you aren’t getting paid to do, you
families will notice that and they will choose you because
of that,” he adds.
Vaughn also advises that if you are a funeral home that is
struggling in today’s industry, to identify what makes you
unique and different and emphasize that. At the end of the
day, when everyone offers the exact same services, you
must find a way to make yours stand out. Get creative,
show your passion, and try new things. As this industry
continues to evolve, don’t be afraid to put yourself out
there for the community you love.
“No one gets into funeral service because it is a lucrative
field, you get into funeral service because you think that
you have the gift and passion for serving people that is
going to make a difference in people’s lives. If you aren’t
in this for the families, you probably need to be doing
something else,” Vaughn says emphatically.
Even though there are a lot of challenges facing the funeral
industry right now, Vaughn is looking forward to the future
of funeral service.
“Going forward, I think as an industry we need to do a
much better job of educating the consumer on the value
of a funeral. I feel like younger generations don’t quite
understand the importance of celebrating life and it is our
job to find a way to communicate to them just how valuable
funeral service can be. I want them to know that the value
of a funeral is when you find closure, when you grow as a
person, and when you become a better person as a result
of the service you received. I think this is an exciting time to
be in the funeral service, a lot of people see funeral service
in a state of decline and I don’t see that at all. I see a lot of
opportunity. Those who will be successful going forward,
will be the ones who have the mindset, the resources, and
the presentation and take advantage of it,” he predicts.
The quality of service, palpable passion, and dedicated
staff are just a few of the reasons Batchelor Brothers
Funeral Services have captured the hearts of their
community. The firm loves what they do and see it as
more than a career - it is a calling. The core values of
the firm drive deep roots into the community and fuel
the rich legacy, and that is not something that will ever
change. FBA

Our funeral home and cemetery lending specialists are ready
to guide you through financing your legacy.

ACQUISITION | EXPANSION | INVENTORY CONSTRUCTION | REFINANCE | WORKING CAPITAL
Explore your options at:

liveoakbank.com/financing
©2018 Live Oak Banking Company. All Rights Reserved. Member FDIC.
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keeping memories alive.

Summer

Sale
FUNERAL DIRECTOr Spotlight
Funeral Business Advisor sat down with
R. Blake Cammack, funeral director
and owner of Welch Funeral Home in
Longview Texas to learn more about
his career, experience in the funeral
industry, and what he's looking forward
to in the future.

Was being a funeral director something that you always
pictured yourself doing? What inspired you to get into the
profession?
I grew up in Longview and attended many funerals with my
grandparents as a kid. It felt like I went to every funeral that
took place in Longview. However, after high school, I followed
a passion of mine which was training Tennessee Walking
Horses. I loved working with horses and won numerous world
championships however, I soon realized I wasn’t going to be
able to support myself on that alone and I started to seriously
contemplate becoming a funeral director. I drug my feet a
little bit because I didn’t want to have to move to Dallas to
attend mortuary college.
Eventually I ended up with a temporary job filling one summer
at Loyd James Funeral Home in Tyler, Texas and really got a
well rounded idea of what it was like to work in this profession.
I soon realized that this is what I wanted to do for the rest of
my life. I met a funeral director from Longview and we started
an embalming service together. My passion for the funeral
profession continued to grow and so, I finally decided it was
time to go to school. My business partner bought my half of
the business and I went off to school at the Dallas Institute.
What is your favorite thing about working in this
profession?
I didn’t realize it when I first got into this business, but now
that I have been doing this for 12 years, my favorite part is
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SAVE 50%

R. Blake Cammack
being able to help people through such a difficult time. Every
day at work is a different day and every family you encounter is
a different family. People grieve differently. Helping families
make a tough situation better is what makes this job so
rewarding. As funeral directors, we cannot change what has
happened, but we can change how people feel and improve
the hard time they are going through which ultimately helps
them heal faster.
What makes Welch Funeral Home stand out from others?
What makes it unique?
When I graduated from mortuary school, I moved back to
Longview and purchased the embalming service. For the 6
years that I had it, I worked for a lot of local funeral homes
which gave me the opportunity to look at purchasing a few
different funeral homes at that time. Ultimately, I was able to
purchase Welch Funeral Home - which is the oldest funeral
home in our county and a place I have been familiar with my
entire life.
The Welch Family had built a new facility 20 years ago that
was designed by J. Stuart Todd and our building is still one
of the most unique things about our business. We have an
atrium in the middle of the building with a glass ceiling and we
use that room for visitations. We put the casket in the middle
of the room and personalize the room to show all aspects of
the person’s life.
We are a Life Celebration funeral home and being part of that
network has really opened our eyes and taught us to think
outside of the box. We had always been a forward thinking
funeral home and that is what lead us to Life Celebration,
but since we joined the network, we have gotten so much
better at staging, personalization, and coming up with great
ideas. Life Celebration has really helped push us to our full
potential.

Video Tribute Solution
4” Black $49.99 Now $24.99
7” White $69.99 Now $34.99
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST | OFFER ENDS 8/31/19

• Print & Insert a 5x7 Cover Photo
• High Definition Screens
• Holds up to 60 Minutes of Video Content
• Rechargeable Battery
• Drag & Drop .mp4 Videos

Call us or visit our website today!

385.630.4664 | www.MediaBuk.com

continued from page 28
How are you involved in your community?

What are you most proud of in your career so far?

This is going to be a long answer. as my staff and I are
involved in everything that we can be. My family has a long
history of community involvement so it is something that has
been ingrained in me from a very young age.

I have had a lot of highlights in the 12 years that I have been
doing this, and I hate to sound like a broken record, but the
most stand out moment - happens quite frequently. I am
proud that I get to help people every single day. When a
grief-stricken family comes in and then we are able to take
a disastrous moment in their life and turn it into a moment of
happy remembrance and smiles - that is what I take the most
pride in. That happens all the time. I love that we can surprise
families with services and Life Celebrations that are better
than they could have ever imagined. I am grateful that I get to
help our families turn a dark time into a brighter time.

I recently started a community giving program here at the
funeral home called Cammack Cares. It is all encompassing,
and we sponsor as many of the local charitable events that
we are able to. We donate our time and money wherever it
is needed to help within the community. The biggest part of
“Cammack Cares” is our Cowboy Cadillac Limousine. Last
fall we purchased a limousine and wrapped it in the Texas
flag vinyl that also has Texas themed images. We topped it
off with a cow hide interior and Texas Longhorns on the hood.
We donate the limo to community organizations, non-profits,
and schools, that are wanting to raise money or reward their
students. It’s a fun way to connect to our community and
give back. When I first pitched the idea of the limo, everyone
thought I was truly nuts, but in the short time that we have
had it - we’ve been able to raise money for a few community
organizations and it’s had great feedback. It’s just a fun part
of who we are - people even stop by to take pictures with the
car at our funeral home.
Personally, I am member of the Masonic Lodge here in
Longview and am the third member of family to be a mason. I
am also a very active member of the Rotary Club of Longview
where I sit on the board as the Public Relations Director and
help oversee our largest fundraiser. I also sit on the board
for the Kilgore College Foundation. Community service goes
hand in hand with working at Welch Funeral Home. My staff
is involved in many different civic organizations as well. As
a funeral home, my staff and I try to be involved with our
community as much as we possibly can.

What do you feel is the biggest factor in your success as a
funeral director and a funeral home?
The single biggest contributing factor to our success and
growth as a funeral home is being able to think outside of the
box as well as providing a personalized experience for every
family. When I first bought the funeral home, the services
here were very traditional and the business was maintaining,
but it wasn’t growing. I had big ideas for things I wanted to
change. I knew my vision for personalized services would
help us grow our business and it has. Our Garden Court
visitations are like nothing you have ever been to. We have 6
flat screen tvs all around the room and the glass ceiling is a
very nice touch. When you combine that with all of the other
personalization that we provide, you get a funeral experience
second to none.
The funeral industry is ever-changing and if you aren’t willing
to change, you will be left behind. For me, I don’t want to just
embrace trends - I want to be the one setting them. Sometimes
people think I am crazy - even my own family - but I am willing
to prove them wrong and so far it has worked. FBA

Place cremated remains in base,
plant tree in top.
No soil required, just add water
and provided sapling.
Keep the urn inside on a table
or mantle, and watch it grow.
Proprietary system lowers pH of
cremains, for healthy root growth.
Ideal as a companion urn,
or for splitting remains.
Geotag burial location,
and post an online memorial.

View the video demonstration at
PassagesInternational.com/Biotree
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feature editorial

Embracing trends in Funeral Home Design
Trends in funeral home architecture have become more
contemporary, more brightly lit, and more inviting. The same
is true for interior design. The old drab, heavy curtain look is a
thing of the past. The color schemes used today are more vivid
and more mixed, and better coordinated for younger tastes.
“Funeral homes are much less intimidating today, more
open and more inviting. The mystery behind the funeral
home doors is gone. Many funeral homes offer retail
centers for flowers, sympathy cards, and aftercare items
behind glass doors and open to the public. The same is
true for casket presentation and cremation alternatives.
They are open and not behind closed doors. This gives the
overall impression of the funeral home less intimidating,”
explains Brent Behrens, President of Behrens Design &
Development, Inc.
Funeral homes are making the transition to a more casual
environment. Generous light and open floor plans allow
spaces to be versatile and used for many different types
of services – inside the building and outside of it. Modern
design elements inside and out make for a more inviting
space that inspires and comforts families.
“The most noticeable change that we are seeing is that
our clients want a more relaxed and casual atmosphere. In
new construction only about 50% want a formal chapel, and
regardless of a chapel or not, they want the building to have
the feel of a country club or nice hotel lobby. We are currently
working on several remodel projects to ‘de-formalize’ the
existing formal chapel. We are changing the seating from
pews to comfortable stack chairs that allow for any seating
arrangement that the family wants. An important part of any
project is the ability to have large flat screens in multiple
locations for video tributes and informational videos about the
services provided by the firm,” describes Bob Killingsworth,
President of JST Architects.
As funeral homes become more casual, they also become
much more flexible. This gives the funeral home the ability
to offer a funeral service tailored to what the family wants. In
the space that had been the formal chapel, the seating can be
arranged however the family desires.
Technology has also advanced over the years as the traditional
items, such as informational signage, guest books, picture

boards, etc. have now given way to digital signage, digital guest
books, and elaborate audio and video systems throughout the
facility.
Our industry has also seen major changes to the casket
selection room. This room has gone through many evolutions
over the years, but in recent years the changes have been
significant.
“Most of us remember it being a sea of caskets in a large
room. It progressed to a smaller room with the ability to stack
caskets to reduce the footprint, but still display the same
number of caskets. Modular showrooms then took over the
design as casket companies developed elaborate displays
utilizing just portions of caskets to display more merchandise
in a much smaller room. Today, most of the new designs do not
contain a casket selection room. Most of these facilities utilize
a flat-screen TV to display their merchandise,” points out
David TeBrake, Executive Vice President and Owner of Miller
Architects & Builders.
Another significant change has been the incorporation of food
service into the funeral home. Most new designs today include
some type of luncheon room within the building. Whereas older
funeral homes have transitioned their casket showroom into
this space to better serve families. This room serves as a place
for family to gather during a visitation, but also provides the
ability to house the funeral luncheon within the funeral home
for those not associated with a church in their community.
When choosing interior fixtures and other interior aesthetics, it
is just important to design with trends in mind as it is usability.
“It is so important to meet the criteria of both. There has been
a trend towards more modern, clean lines with some of my
southern interior designers that we work with and I think this
is perhaps coinciding with the move towards cremation and
minimalist services,” states Rick Roberts, President & CoOwner of Roberts & Downey Chapel Equipment, Inc.
There are endless decisions to be made on design projects in
today’s rapidly changing industry; all the while balancing the
client’s preferences, budget, code requirements and general
good design. Factor in how quickly the funeral industry is
constantly evolving, and architecture and design both become
more challenging than ever before. FBA

Continue reading this feature editorial for additional information on architecture and interior
design trends and insight from top industry professionals.
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feature editorial

"It's More Than Just Architecture!"
“The process of planning a new building or remodeling
an existing one is a complex undertaking and one that
involves seasoned professionals that can help you
through that maze of considerations that are involved.
At Behrens, we are here to help you through that maze in
the most economical manner,” expresses Brent Behrens,
President of Behrens Design & Development, Inc.
Behrens offers full architectural design services. They
design to your budget rather than determining the budget
by the design. This saves time and unnecessary expense.
Specializing in funeral home architectural and interior
design, Behrens can also provide more than just design
services including comprehensive feasibility analysis,
site selection, market research, financial projections,
and financing assistance as needed. Behrens’ affordable
development services help avoid making expensive
errors in renovations, additions, interior refurbishing, and
new construction and are available anywhere in the U.S.
and Canada.
Behrens Design & Development has been in business
since 1998 and has completed over 500 design projects in
the United States and Canada and they have experienced
their share of challenges.
“We like to say we have learned from our many challenges
and pass that experience on to our new customers. We
are the most experienced and that is reflected in our
commitment to excellence. If you're thinking about a
building project, call us, you'll be glad you did!” says
Brent.
“Behrens is the most comprehensive service available to
anyone who is considering building a new funeral home or
remodeling an existing one. We offer services that cover
site selection, budget establishment, market analysis,
demographic studies, financing assistance, selection of
the right contractor, monitoring the construction process,
and the planning of an open house celebration when the
project is complete. No one else provides all the relief of
all the headaches involved in the process of designing
and construction of a remodeling project or building a
new building,” Brent emphasizes.

www.Behrensdesign.com
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“Our firm focus is designing funeral homes and
associated facilities, i.e.: reception centers, cremation
facilities, administration and sales offices. We are
familiar with how all the facilities operate and what
is needed from a design point of view to make them
efficient and functional. We can provide preliminary
design to help determine if a project is feasible from
a budget point of view, or if it can meet city zoning
requirements. We can provide the complete set of
construction documents required for permitting,
bidding and construction. Many times, a client will
need something in between preliminary design and
construction documents, and we are happy to help
with those needs too,” begins Bob Killingsworth,
President of JST Architects.
JST Architects and Interiors has been serving funeral
homes and cemeteries for over 50 years. They
understand what is needed for a successful funeral
home and cemetery. Backed by years of experience,
JST can help funeral homes develop a design solution
that works for the business today and plan for the
requirements of the future.
“It is difficult to put a value on our services, but when
the client looks at the cost of our services in comparison
to the cost of the facility and what that facility can
produce in revenue over a 30 year life, design services
are a small fraction of the overall costs. Working in a
well-designed facility is appreciated for the life of the
facility. We have clients that we designed their project
many years ago, tell us how much they still enjoy their
facility today,” Bob says proudly.
“Our focus is on the funeral and cemetery business
and the years of experience that we have serving
these businesses .We are licensed in over 40 states
and are exposed to many different situations that give
us insight that is helpful in difficult and complicated
situations,” adds Bob.

www.jstarchitects.com

feature editorial

Miller Architects & Builders offers a variety of services
to anyone considering a building project. Single Source.
Superior Service. Remarkable Results!
“We are a full-service architectural firm that has been
designing funeral home projects since the early 1970s. We
take our clients wish list, enhance it with our experience,
and provide the most functional design for each client’s
specific needs,” explains David TeBrake, Executive Vice
President and Owner of Miller Architects & Builders.
“We are also a full-service interior designer. We help
select the colors, finishes, materials, and products for
each project to ensure that the design is current and creates
a warm and inviting atmosphere for our clients and their
clients. Additionally, we are a full-service construction
manager. We can oversee the construction of the project
through the utilization of local labor forces and material
suppliers in their community. Our experienced on-site
project superintendents will make sure their project is
built, not only according to the design, but also within
the timeframe and up to the quality standards that our
clients expect. With our involvement, they get the best
of both worlds. They receive an experienced contractor
that has built many quality funeral home projects and get
to do so by utilizing the local people within the owner’s
community,” David describes in detail.
Miller Architects offer each of the above services on an
individual basis, or they can also provide them as a “single
source” supplier to take the owner through the entire
process from start to finish. ”Our ‘single source’ package
is an experience that is second to none and provides us
the ability to assure that their project will go seamlessly
from beginning to end,” states David.
“Two main things set us apart from our competition.
First, no other company has been involved in the funeral
industry longer than we have. Our experience is second
to none. Second, our ‘single source’ services are unlike
any other services offered out there. There are individual
architects, interior designers, and contractors, but no
one that provides all these services under one roof. The
seamless experience we provide cannot be matched by
anyone else,” David concludes.

www.millerab.com

Roberts & Downey is a small family owned and
operated business with over 33 years of experience.
With their roots founded in the small farming
communities of Central Illinois, Roberts & Downey
have created a business to service their clients from
coast to coast and beyond. Within 1.5 miles, they
have access to the Interstate Highway system to
service their customers.
“We have been innovators with three patented pieces
of furniture. Over the years, we have listened to
funeral directors telling us what they need to provide
a more meaningful service experience for their
families and evolved our lines to fill those needs. We
provide quality, choice and value, second to none,”
explains Rick Roberts, President & Co-Owner of
Roberts & Downey Chapel Equipment, Inc.
Roberts & Downey’s Queen Anne casket bier has
been used for both President Reagan and President
Bush in the National Cathedral.
“As a family owned business, we market nationwide.
We personally deliver and set up over 90% of the
orders we produce, coast to coast. In January, we
broke the two-million-mile mark over the highways
servicing the funeral trade. At Roberts & Downey,
customization is not a problem. We start with a pile
of raw lumber and build our furniture from scratch,
all in house,” Rick states proudly.
Roberts & Downey offers five designs of handcrafted
chapel furniture using Oak, Cherry, Walnut and
African Ribbon Mahogany woods. Available designs
are, “Queen Anne, Prairie Craftsman, Classic,
Jamestown Colonial and Provincial. Additionally,
they offer multiple stain and fabric choices and can
also stain match any color provided to them – making
custom possibilities endless.
“Although there has been a trend towards more
modern, clean lines, The Victorian style Queen Anne
still represents the lion’s share of our day to day
sales,” adds Rick.

Reach new
heights
Take your business management skills to the next level at the
Executive Leadership Summit (ExLS). Gain new insight on the
science behind loyalty, how to build a business that focuses on
innovation, and more.

FEaTurinG KEynoTE SpEaKErS:
behavioral
Scientist
& consultant
JamES KanE

Growth
Forecaster
& author
robErT TucKEr

SEpTEmbEr 25–27, 2019
HyaTT rEGEncy Tamaya
SanTa ana puEbLo, nEw mExico

www.robertsanddowney.com

rEGiSTEr now aT iccfa.com/fall
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they love it. We all know that young people don’t want to
talk to anyone, in person or on the phone, but the number of
people from all generations that prefer texting is snowballing.
Here are three ways to use texting while serving families.

Use texting for the “quick questions.”

why you should
be texting your
families

I’ve heard it said that when you buy a home, it takes over one
hundred calls to close the deal, with the majority answering
questions. I know sometimes funeral directors feel the
same way. How many little things come up where you have
to call the family? How many times do you have to leave a
message or wait for an answer, for even a simple thing? Text
messages are perfect for the quick question because they
get read and you can get answers almost immediately. Text
messages don’t get lost or miscommunicated, and no other
medium even comes close to being read as much as a text.
When’s the last time you didn’t read a text?

Give the family an easy way to send you information.

There are usually things a family needs to provide the funeral
home and that would typically be handled by email or in
person, but would be much more convenient to send by
text. Consider how easy it would be for a family to text you
a photo of their loved one to show how their hair looked, or
for the obituary, etc.

Keep the family informed with group texting.

By Ellery Bowker

S

ome funeral directors have been texting their families for
years but, true to the normal pace of adopting anything
new, many funeral home owners say texting is too impersonal,
or their families wouldn’t want that, etc.
To illustrate my point, let me share this with you.
A few years ago, I was at a convention in Ohio, and I heard
a presentation on social media and why funeral homes
should be using it to build relationships with their families.
The big takeaway was how funeral home owners regularly
use products, as consumers, but then saying their families
wouldn’t want or use the same thing. One example showed a
room full of hands that when up when asked how many were
on Facebook every day but shy away from using it for their
funeral home. Another example is advertising in the yellow
pages when they, themselves, no longer pick it up. In other
words, funeral homes are living one way, as a consumer, but
marketing to their families, also consumers, in a completely
different way.
And now the same is true with the idea of texting. I would bet
that nearly every funeral director uses text messages daily
in their own lives and enjoy the convenience, yet many shy
away from texting their families.
The truth is your families want you to text them. Consumers
are interacting with businesses of all kinds every day, and
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Imagine you're sitting at the arrangement table and you
explain that over the next few days there will be a lot of
information you need or questions they may have as you
prepare to honor their loved one. Now imagine asking them
if it would be helpful to them (don't say it would help you)
to set up a group text so that everyone can be involved and
informed during the course of the funeral. My guess is there
would be more families that would like that than not.
Here are a few ideas of how a group text can benefit the
family and funeral home.
• A few hours after the arrangement send a text to the
group thanking them for choosing your funeral home and
that you and your staff are already working hard to prepare
a wonderful service.
• The morning of the funeral you send the group a text
reminding them to arrive a few minutes early, and Bob would
be waiting for them at the front entrance.
• Notify everyone at one time of any last-minute changes
that might come up before the start of the service.
Conclusion
People would rather text, it's a foregone conclusion. To
show empathy, you need to communicate with families in a
way that works best for them. For many, that is texting. FBA

Ellery Bowker is the Founder and CEO of Aftercare.com.
Aftercare.com helps funeral homes and cemeteries build
loyalty with an automated follow up program. Ellery can
be reached by phone at (800) 721-7097 or reach by email
ellery@aftercare.com.

SIMPLE TO UNDERSTAND
Wilbert’s simpliFi burial vault presentation provides families
all they need to know in a short, simple, 3-step process.
Straightforward. Engaging. Quick.
It’s as simple as that.

Call your Wilbert provider to see a demo.

Product SPOTLIGHT
Pierce BodyLift TM

800.527.6419
www.piercedirect.com

4722 Bronze Way Dallas, TX 75236

What is the Pierce BodyLift™?
The BodyLift is an innovative mechanism that allows one person
to easily transfer bodies from one area in the prep room to
another. The BodyLift reduces potential back strain and other
injuries to prep room staff that can be caused by manually lifting
bodies.

What makes the Body Lift unique?
The BodyLift paddles lock under the body with no lifting or straps
to push and pull. With a 1,000 pound capacity, the lifting motor
provides a smooth lift from table to table and casketing. The
ceiling-mounted systems can be designed with a simple single
rail over the embalming table, or an H-shaped rail configuration
covering the complete preparation room.
Constructed of medical grade extruded aluminum, the BodyLift
is extremely easy to clean and maintain.

What are the benefits to funeral homes using the
Pierce BodyLift?
Overexertion – strains, sprains and tears – is one of the most
common types of workplace injuries, costing U.S. employers
billions of dollars annually in lost time and workers compensation.
Manually transferring bodies in the prep room puts you and your
employees at a greater risk for these types of injuries. With
BodyLift, one person can safely move up to 1,000 pounds.
“The BodyLift not only makes embalmers’
jobs easier but ensures they operate in a safe
environment,” remarked Lance Ray, COO and
Executive Vice-President of Pierce. “Constant
lifting can not only lead to back injuries, but is
also exhausting, so an investment in a BodyLift
can even yield returns in staff productivity.”

How is the BodyLift installed in a funeral home?
Lifts are installed by trained professionals certified in the
installation of the BodyLift. Certified installers are available
nationwide.
The installation of a BodyLift brings a return on investment
within 24 months. Preventing just one workers’ compensation
back injury is well worth the investment itself, plus time savings
contributes further to return on investment. Also, funeral homes
with fewer than 30 full-time employees and/or gross income up
to $1 million may apply for the ADA Section 44 (C1) tax credit.

How would a funeral home contact Pierce?
Contact a Pierce Sales Representative or call Pierce toll-free at 800.527.6419. Information and online ordering is
also available at www.piercedirect.com.
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Features & Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easily transfer bodies up to 1,000 pounds
Medical-grade extruded aluminum rail system
1,000 lb. motor with built-in scale (optional)
No pushing or pulling straps
Easy to clean
Installed by certified installers nationwide
$5,000 tax credit for qualified funeral homes

Pierce
(800) 527-6419
www.piercedirect.com

Contact your Pierce Sales Representative for details.

COVER STORY

Are You Leaving Money on the Table?
Process credit cards with the industry’s trusted credit card processor – Chosen Payments

Meet Jeff Brodsly
& Chosen Payments:
There is no doubt you’ve heard
of them and seen them at
funeral industry trade shows
and events. They arrived
with a splash and quickly
became a dominant credit
card processor in funeral care.
Being the exclusive credit card
processor for Funeral Business
Advisor Magazine as well
as 500+ other funeral care
providers Chosen Payments is
here to stay.

Brodsly while explaining how the company was able to find
the kind of success and recognition that typically takes
much longer to achieve. “We continue to succeed with our
hands-on approach." There is great value that has endeared
funeral directors, cemetery owners and even other funeral
care vendors to Chosen Payments.
Some of that value includes cost savings while fully
understanding the sensitive nature of the death care
industry. In addition to its corporate headquarters in
Moorpark, Calif., Chosen Payments maintains regional
offices in Atlanta, Phoenix and Salt Lake City. The company
has satellite offices in Buffalo, Nashville, Kansas City,
Santa Ana, and Grand Haven. The now 150-people-strong
Chosen Payments staff remain steadfast in their delivery
of what they call, "White Glove Service" that includes a
desire to make a difference for their clients by nurturing
relationships, increasing efficiency, and bolstering the
profit of funeral homes. “These are values we speak of
that other processors don’t offer because, we are not just
another credit card processor,” Jim says passionately.
So how did Chosen Payments establish itself as a leader in
the funeral industry so quickly? “It definitely is staying at
the forefront of the industry and really showing that we are
committed to it,” Jeff answers. “It was also learning how the
industry works, which catapulted our reputation because
we now understand the needs of funeral care professionals
so we quickly create solutions to their problems.”
“We have technological knowledge and resources that give our
clients a benefit via cost savings and more efficient accounting
processes” Brodsly continues. “It’s not just about saving money:
It’s about really knowing the funeral industry, establishing
relationships with software providers that everyone uses,
having invested the time to understand how each software
provider works and how funeral homes and cemeteries use
them, whether they’re small, medium, or large.”

Jeff Brodsly, Chosen Payments CEO, has a unique
approach and his passionate involvement in the industry
has made Chosen Payments an easy choice for credit card
processing. In 2008, Brodsly embarked on a mission to
launch a credit card processing company that would be
different than any others he had ever worked for or heard
about. Brodsly envisioned a company that would serve
a handful of niche markets - including funeral care. His
company would bridge a disconnect he saw between credit
card processors and their clients through transparency
and mutually beneficial partnerships with state, regional
and national associations. The vision didn't just include
processing credit cards. It included supporting the niche
industries served through sponsorship of industry events
including state, national and international shows. His
company would deliver educational information and
assist funeral associations with their own membership
growth efforts. He would share his profits with those same
associations.
When Brodsly entered high school he became a part of
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the Moorpark High School Business Academy: A program
geared towards young entrepreneurs. “I got to do a lot of
things that normal students my age didn’t, and it opened
my eyes and ears to opportunities,” Jeff recounts. He
was an entrepreneur at heart and put his passion and
drive into building something special. Eleven years later,
that burning passion for success helped Brodsly and his
company achieve his original goal and build a company
with a very strong reputation of funeral industry support.
It isn't just about sharing profits either. It's about using
resources and generously providing more than financial
support. His staff serve on boards and committees, help
plan association fundraising events and take an active
leadership role with associations that they work with. For
example, Marketing Manager, Jim Luff serves on the Expo
Planning, Legislative and PR committees of the California
Funeral Directors Association.
“Chosen Payments came into this industry as a vendor
with no knowledge of how funeral homes, cemeteries or
cremation facilities work, and we just dove right in,” states

“In the beginning, about 90 percent of our growth and
success was us really chasing sales because nobody knew
who we were; now, I would say that 60 percent of our
business comes via word of mouth regarding our credibility,
reputation, partnerships, and just delivering what we
promised,” relates Jeff. “This industry is old school and it
takes time to gain trust, we have put in a few years and we
are here to stay. We plan to grow old with our clients, and be
dominant for years to come.”
Pet care, jewelry, transportation, and auto dealerships are
among the various markets that Chosen Payments caters
to, with newer forays into sporting goods and auto racing,
the latter being the result of a deal with the 60,000-member
National Hot Rod Association (NHRA). “We spent a lot of
time planting our heels in the ground and rolling up our
sleeves for that industry,” Brodsly explains. “We signed our
largest partnership yet with the NHRA, which is huge for us.
We’re the preferred provider for not just them but all of their
members too.”

The company has enjoyed a six-year streak of being
recognized with the payment industry’s top honor, inclusion
in the First Data’s President’s Club. In addition, Brodsly
was recently recognized by the Electronic Transaction
Association as one of the Top Forty Under 40. ETA, an
association for credit card processors, along with Discover
Card, recognized the top forty executives in credit card
processing who are under the age of 40. ETA and First
Data are not the only organizations to recognize Chosen
Payments growth and success.
The company has grown rapidly every year since its
inception and was recognized as number 800 on the Inc.
5000 list, a catalogue of the fastest-growing private firms
in America.
Brodsly credits his staff for carrying out his vision to achieve
this success. Employees of Chosen Payments refer to
themselves as, "Chosen Ones" where the company culture
is best described as work hard, play hard. “We don’t want
to micromanage anyone; we just want everyone to do their
job to the best of their abilities. If they do something wrong,
they’re going to hear it hard because we’re in the service
business to manage people’s money. There’s little room for
error, and if you do make one, you have to take care of it
right,” says Brodsly.
Chosen Payments currently has a five-person sales team
dedicated to specifically serving the funeral industry.
In addition to Marketing Manager, Jim Luff, Account
Executives Maria Prado, Rick Brodsly, Katie Martinez
and Meghan Tucker round out the dedicated team. “One
of the largest benefits we bring to this industry is having
the perspective that allows us to say, "Hey, this worked
with another funeral directors association, so let’s try it
here and then we have the tools to teach them,” states
Brodsly. “Jeff and Chosen Payments have played a huge
part in CFDA's annual expo as our top level sponsor" says
Stacey Siqueiros, an Event Manager for CFDA. “One of the
biggest things I preach is that we’re our clients’ partner,”
Brodsly says. “If I can help a funeral home increase
profits, that means they—and I—are more successful. It’s
just really understanding the needs of the clients, being
a partner, and having a relationship because, at the end
of the day, people want to do business with people they
like.”
The motto of Chosen Payments is “Your Partner in Success.”
Jeff believes when his clients succeed, he succeeds, so he
wants to impart some advice on doing that. Scaling your
growth properly is vital if a business hopes to survive and
thrive. Brodsly is also known for his speaking and consulting
with businesses to help them grow and as Chosen Payments
continues to flourish in the funeral care space he looks
forward to sharing this knowledge with the industry. FBA
For more information about Chosen Payments please
visit www.chosenpayments.com or contact Jim Luff at
jim.luff@chosenpayments.com.
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Company SPOTLIGHT
Noble Metal Solutions
1.888.764.3105
www.noblemetalsolutions.com

Who is Noble Metal Solutions and what services do
they provide?

What are the benefits for funeral homes and/or
crematories to work with Noble?

Noble Metal Solutions (NMS), located in Indianapolis,
Indiana, is a full-service industrial refinery serving
crematories, funeral homes and cemeteries throughout
the U.S. and Canada. They offer an environmentally
responsible solution to your post-cremation metals
concerns. Their mission is to educate crematory owners on
what kinds of metals they accumulate, the value of those
metals, and how to extract and recycle them properly.

One of the biggest benefits Noble Metal Solutions
provides is peace of mind. Crematorium owners are
inundated with soliciting, recycling calls daily making it
difficult for an owner to tackle this part of the job.
On top of providing the highest returns for your business
or charity, Noble provides “chain of custody” on all
post-cremation metals and has a $2,000,000 “blanket
policy” protecting crematoriums.

How did Noble get involved in the funeral industry?
Noble’s inception started by providing refining services
for several industries including dentists and dental labs
across America and Canada. Noble recognized that the
death-care profession was in dire need of a transparent
and ethical recycling program.
What makes Noble unique?
Noble has an open-door policy meaning customers are
invited to witness the processing of their post-cremation
metals. Noble is the first cremation recycling company
to provide proprietary equipment designed specifically
for crematory operators on a completely complimentary
basis. Noble will also provide cremation equipment,
such as a processor, using the proceeds from the metals
to pay off the equipment over-time.

How does NMS provide a solution to funeral homes
and crematoriums?
Noble helps crematoriums reduce their carbon footprint
by properly recycling their post-cremation metals.
NMS serves the death-care profession by applying
accurate and transparent refining procedures for postcremation implants, dental alloys and pacemakers
which all customers are invited to witness.
How can a funeral home or crematory learn more
about your services or get in contact with you?
To request more information about their company, their
processes, schedule a pick-up of your post-cremation
metals, or to schedule an appointment to witness your
melts, call (888) 764-3105.

Check out Noble Metal Solution’s post-cremation recycling video on
www.noblemetalsolutions.com or on YouTube www.youtube.com/watch?v=6AWdfAow0Vc.
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info@noblemetalsolutions.com
4028 Park 65 Dr. Indianapolis, IN 46254
Ph: 888.764.3105

T R I B U T E LOA N S

An easy way for
families to finance
funeral expenses.
With Frazer Consultants’ Tribute Loans, families can easily
apply for a loan directly on your funeral home’s website.
They get an affordable monthly payment, your funeral home
gets paid up front, and your staff can get back to what’s
important — honoring their loved one’s life.
C O N TA C T U S T O R E Q U E S T A F R E E
D E M O N S T R AT I O N O F T R I B U T E L O A N S !

W W W. F R A Z E R C O N S U LTA N T S . C O M

|

866-372-9372

|

I N F O @ F R A Z E R C O N S U LTA N T S . C O M

What drew you to the funeral industry?
I fell into this industry by happenstance. After high
school, I really didn’t know what I wanted to do so I
took a year off and took a job working at a wood putty
factory. I did that for a little over a year until my older
brother Chris, who worked in the funeral side of the
insurance business, approached me at a family get
together.

Funeral
Professional
Spotlight

Chris is 13 years older than I am and so we didn’t
really grow up together, he was going into the Air
Force when I was going into kindergarten - so we had
quite the age gap between us. He approached me and
told me that our dad had told him I wasn’t really happy
in my current job and he asked me what my plan was
to change that. I told him I wasn’t sure if I was going
to go to college or look for something else, and that’s
when he suggested I should sell insurance with him. I
told him he was crazy, but after talking with him for a
while, he convinced me to take a day off of work on a
sort of ride along. We met 8 or 10 people that day and
it turned out to be one of the most amazing days of my
life, and I still remember it like it was yesterday even
though that happened 24 years ago. At the end of that
day, I knew I had found my new career and asked my
brother to help me take the necessary steps to make
that happen.
So at 19 years old, I started out by selling preneed
funeral plans and final expense policies to help
families provide a dignified funeral for their loved
ones. I consider myself really lucky and fortunate to
have found my passion so early in life and we continue
that today at C&J Financial. Even though I am not out
actively selling insurance policies anymore, what we
do here at C&J still allows us to help families provide
funerals for their loved ones and I get to continue to
follow my passion 24 years later.

What makes C&J Financial unique?

Jamie
Meredith
Executive Vice President, C&J Financial

What makes C&J stand out from other companies is
our people. We have more than 100 staff members
that range in age from 18 to 70 years old. It is their
dedication and compassion to not only the funeral
homes we work with - which is nearly 3000 across
the United States - but more importantly than that the
reason why we exist, is their dedication to the families
that are being served by the funeral homes. We help
eliminate the headache and hassle that cash flow
delays and processing insurance death claims cause.
Our greatest asset by far is our dedicated team and it
is because of them that we have been able to become
as successful as we have.

What is your favorite thing about working with
C&J Financial?
I have two favorite things. The first is our team, which
in my opinion is truly a dream team. The second, is our
clients. I am very fortunate to know a great number

of them and have developed some outstanding
friendships and relationships. I have even been on
trips around the world with some of our clients.

How do you set personal goals for yourself?
I like to set a big picture goal and then to achieve that,
I outline some micro goals. That’s how I have always
been in life. I always have my sights sets on a target
and then put together a plan to reach that goal on a
step by step basis. When setting goals, it’s good to
set your sights high, but it’s most important to have a
realistic plan of action that will get you to where you
need to be.

What do you feel has been the most important
factor in your personal success?
When I look at the success I have had personally and
we as a company have had, I don’t see anything that
was a single contributing factor but I see my success
as a blessing from God. We are very humbled by what
we have accomplished, and it has been an amazing
experience to have worked with so many families
and funeral homes throughout the United States. I
attribute all of my success to the good Lord. The grace
and blessings that He has given us and bestowed
upon us have made all of this possible.

Looking forward to the future, what are you most
excited about?
The change in the funeral industry. This industry is
changing rapidly - more rapidly than I would have
ever even imagined. For me that is exciting. I know for
some people, it is a scary time when things change
at the rapid rate they are, but for me I see these
changes opening tremendous opportunities and
possibilities. Things that we haven’t even thought of
yet, opportunities that haven’t even been created yet
are on the way and for me that makes the future so
exciting. Changes mean endless opportunity and that
is something to look forward to. As an industry, these
changes are going to force us to do things differently
than we have in the past and that will force some pretty
cool changes I think. It’s going to be challenging,
there is no doubt about that - but it is also going to be
rewarding and those with the courage to work through
these changes and shifts will come out on top. All this
change and future opportunity keeps me going and
motivates me.

Whether in personal life or career, what brings
you the most pride?
The thing I am most proud of in my life is my family. I
have been happily married for 19 wonderful years to
an amazing woman. My wife Katie and I have 4 young
boys, Noah 11, Jonah 9, Luke 8 and Levi who is 5. I
could not be more proud to be their dad and to be
married to their Mom. My family is by far my greatest
accomplishment.
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continued from page 49
The Monday Motivation videos you
started with your boys have really drawn a
large following online, how did those get
started?
That’s a funny story. My wife is the one that
always used to drop our kids off at school
because I was always in the office really early
in the mornings before they needed to be
there, but about a year ago she had something
that took her out of town for an entire week. I
had to rearrange my schedule to get the kids
to school because it’s about a 20-minute
drive, but I was excited to spend more time
with the boys.
The second we pulled out of the driveway on
that first day, the complaints about school
came pouring out. All I heard out of the
backseat was, “I hate school, I don’t wanna go
to school, and school is boring.” They whined
and fought each other all the way to school all
the while I’m yelling at them to stop. Second
day, same thing. By the third day, I had finally
had enough and decided to try something I
learned years ago when I first got started in
the insurance business.
A sales manager that I used to know
would start every sales meeting by making
everybody stand up and shout, “I feel healthy.
I feel happy. I feel terrific,” three times. I
remembered how it literally changed the way
that I felt, even if you didn’t want to say, by
doing so you could change your mindset. I
decided to try that with the boys every day
before they got out of the truck for school.
After our week together, I told my wife that
I would love to keep dropping the boys off
every day - and obviously she loved the idea.
After three weeks, as soon as we pulled out
of the driveway, our third son Luke started
shouting the chant without any prompting.
I turned around and he had sheer joy on his
face, and I decided to take a quick video
because I thought it was so cool. That’s how
the videos started with us driving down the
road on the way to school, shouting, “I feel
healthy. I feel happy. I feel terrific,” three
times - then they evolved from there. Viewers
were commenting on how great they thought
the videos were, so I started using them
to teach little valuable life lessons to the
boys. Today the videos cover things that are
important to me and my family, things like
honesty, integrity, and compassion and we
have thousands of viewers that tune in each
week. The response has been amazing, and it
has been fun to see comments coming in from
all over the United States. FBA
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Signature

HOLIDAY REMEMBRANCES
Personalized Ornaments, Invitations & Programs
Let us design, print and ship!
We offer personalized porcelain
ornaments, invitations and holiday
programs for Service of Remembrance
events. Talk to us today about how
we can help make this holiday
season special for the families
you serve.
Divine Flight
ORNAMENT PACK

You Personalize
the Ornaments,
We Personalize
the Insert Cards!

INVITATIONS

Call today
for a Free
Sample!
Porcelain Personalized
ORNAMENT
We
Personalize
& Ship!

PROGRAMS

800-827-5151

www.messengerstationery.com
Promo Code: 9063

Turning the Tide in Funeral Service
By DJ Jons

A

s a funeral professional, you are faced with loss every
day. Some days are harder than others. So, my purpose
in writing today is to simply encourage you and to give
you a renewed sense of hope in your role as a caring,
compassionate guide to the families you serve. Now, more
than ever, you are needed. Your wisdom, your guidance,
your empathy, your support are all desperately needed by
the families you serve, and these very qualities are the ones
that I believe will help to reverse the trend we are seeing in
funeral service from direct disposition services to healing
and meaningful funeral events.
In my work with training funeral professionals, I’ve been
blessed to witness how important their work is to them and
the families they serve. Many see it as a ministry or a calling.
Most have experienced firsthand the heartbreaking loss of
a loved one and know how important it is for families to slow
down, face their emotions, receive love and support from
others, and begin the process of healing their broken hearts
through a meaningful and personal funeral experience.
That moment where a family is working with a funeral
director who is able to help them “see the light” and imagine
a ceremony that honors a loved one’s life in a personal and
meaningful way is absolutely magical.
The problem is that many funeral directors don’t know how
to guide families to those magical moments.
In fact, many of the funeral directors I speak to have lost
hope of ever turning the tide toward healing and meaningful
events. Some may even fear that the role of the funeral
director is a thing of the past.
But I firmly believe that the role of a funeral director is more
necessary today than ever. In the past, people understood the
value of a funeral service. Today, people don’t seem to as much.
No one has told them how important it is to gather to mourn. No
one has explained how a funeral can allow family and friends to
express their emotions, give and receive support, and search
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for meaning in the loss. So, when they confuse the efficiency
of a direct disposition with the effectiveness of a meaningful
funeral, they are left with unresolved grief.
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Soft Woven Tribute Blankets

I believe that no one should have to face the loss of a loved
one alone, with no guidance or support. That is where the
funeral director comes in. As a funeral professional, your
role is to give families the information, stories, ideas, and
options that they need so that they can start their journey
through grief on the right foot.
I’d like to share a story that is a perfect example of what I
am talking about. This is an email I received from a funeral
home owner who recently came through one of our training
events:

Introducing Enamel-Baked
Custom Urns

This week, the Brown Funeral Home staff was presented with
an opportunity to employ a few methods discussed during
the recent training and discussion group in Morristown, TN.
As funeral directors, we must listen carefully throughout
our interactions with the families we serve.
Often, the information gathered during a first call or an
arrangement conference can provide just enough insight
to establish a rapport with the bereaved.
We should always look for a common thread, an idea,
or a story that resonates within a family in the wake of a
significant loss. It is that foundation on which we may build
our relationship.
It is our job to determine the family’s emotional position with
regard to their journey of grief. Then, we must try to meet them
at that point, wherever it may be... in hope of somehow being
able to relate to them on a genuine, personal level... and work
to somehow help to gently bridge the gap toward healing.
This week, I found myself placed squarely in the middle of
such an opportunity.
I sat across the table from a young couple, who - until the

Custom Cap Panels
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day before - had been anxiously awaiting the arrival of a
new baby.
Sadly, the little girl had arrived far too early... bypassing a
life in our broken world for a direct return to the arms of God.
This young couple was clearly in love with each other.
Together, however, they were devastated, and enduring
tremendous heartache. The pair held hands and wept as
we discussed how to create a meaningful funeral service
to soothe their own pain, but also celebrate a little girl they
would never have the chance to raise.
Choking back my own emotions...I was searching for
answers of a different kind.
"May I ask you a deeply personal question?" I asked.
"Sure," they replied in tearful unison.
I continued... "Had you already picked out colors for her room…
or maybe a theme of some sort?"
The young couple stared at each other as the grim reality
of my question set in.
"Well, not really. Maybe pink and silver," the mother replied.
"And, this is silly...but, I always called her SuperGirl because
she kicked so hard when I was carrying her."
As she wiped away a tear, I was able to see a smile come
to her eyes for the first time during our interaction. In that

moment, I realized the purpose of my question. It would
now become my task to lay SuperGirl to rest…and to do so
in such a way that everyone could realize just how much
this little girl meant to her family.
I asked the family’s permission to borrow their SuperGirl
motif for the service…telling them that I had a few ideas
on how to make things extra special. As they agreed, I was
again blessed with a smile from the mother…and this time,
the little girl’s Dad smiled, too.
When the family left our office, I quickly called up an artist
friend of mine. I attempted to explain the situation, sharing
my vision with him. From that conversation, he was able
to create custom vinyl graphics to adorn the tiny casket…
and a handful of small stickers to hand out to friends and
family who would attend SuperGirl’s service the following
day. Our secretary also took great interest in the project,
as she laid out memorial folders and a chapel sign to match
our theme.
Upon seeing the folders, stickers, and custom graphics,
the family was overwhelmed with emotion.
Over the course of the next two hours, several family
members and friends took the time to reach out to our
staff, thanking us for everything we had done to make this
experience so special.

Create a spark for your business! The ICCFA is the only international, all-inclusive
association in the deathcare industry. We strive to meet the variety of consumer
demands by fostering a progressive, creative, and diverse culture.
Membership with The ICCFA gives you access to member networking events, moneysaving member-only offers, discounted educational events and so much more.
Join today at iccfa.com.

iccfa.com

Membership That Matters.

Our job is never easy. Sometimes, however, we are granted
the opportunity to transcend the “typical” funeral and create
an experience worthy of a SuperGirl.
This funeral director had a choice. He could have chosen not to
rock the boat. He could have done whatever simple disposition
the couple thought was best. But he chose to be a caring,
compassionate guide to this sweet family, and their experience
was richer, deeper, and more meaningful because of it.
I would argue that this is the funeral director of the future.
This is the kind of funeral director who will begin to see the
tide turn in his community.
I want to leave you with one final thought. Your families are
worth it. Whatever momentary discomfort he felt in asking
a personal question and digging deeper, I promise that this
family is eternally grateful that they were able to honor their
little girl’s spirit in such a special way. I urge you to keep
fighting the good fight. You are doing a good work. FBA
DJ Jons serves as Director of Learning and Development at
Funeral Directors Life and has a passion for learning and
growing and inspiring others to learn and grow every day as well.
DJ has been with Funeral Directors Life for over 25 years and
enjoys sharing her love of continual personal and professional
growth and development with the company’s employees, client
funeral homes, and sales professionals. DJ has trained funeral
home and sales teams across the nation, helping them grow
and unleash their inner potential through industry-leading
training programs and CE courses. To connect with DJ, please
email her at dj.jons@funeraldirectorslife.com.
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Buying
Stuff
Can Be
Taxing

Cremation with services made
Simple, Effective and Profitable

By Raymond L. Bald, CPA, CFE
and Ronald H. Cooper, CPA

L

et’s face it, as the owner of a funeral home, you’re
always buying stuff. From paper clips to buildings and
all things in between, you’re constantly making choices of
what to buy, how much to buy, when to buy it, and who to
buy it from. The variables you consider when choosing to
buy stuff are many including cost, quality, need, and so on.
As CPA’s, one question we’re often asked when clients are
buying stuff is “If I buy this stuff, will it reduce my taxes?”
You would think that when you buy stuff for your funeral
home, you could just expense it and move on. Pretty
simple, right? WRONG! As you should know by now,
nothing in the tax code is simple, especially those sections
that deal with stuff. Why? Because there are a lot of
different kinds of stuff and the stuff you’re dealing with
determines its tax treatment. As a matter of fact, there
are HUNDREDS of pages of IRS regulations that all deal
with the tax treatment of stuff. Knowing how that stuff is
treated for tax purposes can be important when choosing
to purchase stuff. So let’s talk about stuff!

Merchandise Inventory

Merchandise inventory is the stuff that you sell to your
families and generally consists of those items that you
include in the merchandise section of your Statement of
Goods and Services such as caskets, urns, vaults and
monuments. A well-managed funeral home will track
the quantity and cost of this inventory so its cost of goods
sold is accurate. For tax purposes, inventory is typically
expensed only when it is sold, not when it’s purchased.
So if you spend $25,000 on caskets near year-end and
they’re still sitting in your inventory on the last day of your
tax year, you won’t get to deduct that $25,000 on your tax
return. You’ll need to wait until those caskets are sold
before you can write them off. There are a few exceptions

to this rule, but it’s best to contact your CPA before buying
inventory as a way to lower your tax bill because that plan
may not work as intended.

Materials and Supplies (M&S)

M&S are those items that are used to provide services
or operate your funeral home. These include office and
cleaning supplies, small items for minor repairs and
maintenance, as well as consumable operating supplies
such as cards, embalming fluids, gloves, gels, sprays,
and cosmetics. With few exceptions, most funeral homes
don’t keep a physical inventory of these M&S so they are
considered incidental. Incidental M&S can be expensed
when purchased, even if you have some on hand at yearend. That means a large purchase of M&S near year-end
is one way to accelerate expenses into the current year
and reduce your tax bill. One more thing; due to their size
and operating structure, some larger funeral homes may
maintain an inventory of their operating supplies as part
of their overall internal control system. For these larger
businesses, operating M&S are considered non-incidental
and therefore would not be expensed until they were
actually consumed, similar to how merchandise inventory
is not expensed until sold. If this is your situation, that
large year-end purchase of M&S may not work to reduce
your tax bill. Once again, check with your CPA before you
make such a purchase.
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Oakwood

Solid Wood
Ceremonial Rental Casket
Compatible with Starmark 27” PC Crepe Rental Insert
Starmark patented
adjustable bed system

Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment (FF&E)

In addition to the stuff you sell or consume in your funeral
home, there’s an awful lot of stuff that you purchase and use
over and over again. Look around your establishment and
you’ll see tables, chairs, pedestals, computers, etc. Look in
the garage and you’ll see vans, hearses and other vehicles.
In tax jargon, this is all called “personal property”, but it’s

Call (888)366-7335 to Order

Visit www.starmarkcp.com for other products
MADE IN USA
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basically stuff that you’ll use for more than a year and is
not real estate, inventory or M&S. We’ll call it furniture,
fixtures and equipment (FF&E) and the tax code contains
various options on how to expense FF&E when it’s placed
in service. Here’s a summary of those various provisions:
• De minimis rule: Historically the tax code required
businesses to depreciate FF&E (i.e. you had to expense
them over a period of years). However, a relatively recent
change in the regulations known as the de minimis rule
now allows a business to elect to immediately expense
any individual item of FF&E that costs less than $2,500.
For example, you spend $10,000 to purchase 200 new
chairs for your viewing room. Even though the total cost
exceeds $2,500, each chair cost less than $2,500 so you
can expense the entire $10,000 purchase. To qualify, the
invoice needs to clearly show the cost of each individual
item purchased. You must also treat all qualifying
purchases the same way; you can’t elect to immediately
expense some qualifying purchases and not others. Finally,
a de minimis election statement must be included with
your annual return. The de minimis rule is pretty easy to
comply with and provides a great opportunity to reduce
your tax bill.
• Section 179 election: Many business owners are already
familiar with this election since it has been around for a
long time. By making a 179 election, a business owner
can expense the purchase of almost any FF&E that is used
in a trade or business up to a total of $1,020,000. Recent
tax law changes also expanded qualifying property to
include certain real estate type purchases which were
previously disallowed such as roofs, HVAC property,
fire protection and alarm, and security systems. A few
important caveats: the allowable amount of Sec 179 will
begin to decrease when your total qualifying property
purchases exceed $2,550,000; the write off can’t create a
loss for your business; and some states will not follow the
federal Sec 179 rules so your state deduction could be far
less. Finally, Sec 179 cannot be used for rental activities.
• Bonus depreciation: Bonus depreciation is similar to Sec
179 in that it allows for the immediate write off of FF&E. It
can also be used for certain kinds of property that won’t
qualify as Sec 179 property, such as paving a parking lot.
A couple key differences are that, unlike Sec 179, you can
create a business loss using bonus depreciation and there
is no cap on the allowable deduction. An unusual aspect
of bonus depreciation is that the tax code forces you to
use bonus depreciation. If you don’t want to use bonus
depreciation, you must elect out of using it (an “elect-out”
statement needs to be included with your return) and the
election applies to an entire class of assets; you can’t elect
out for some assets within a class and not others. Bonus
deprecation is set to begin phasing out in 2023 and will
be fully phased out in 2027. Beware; few states allow
bonus depreciation so you won’t get the same tax benefit
on your state return.
• Depreciation: The final way to deduct the cost of FF&E
is through depreciation. Under this method, you expense
a portion of individual FF&E purchases over time based on
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methods allowed under the tax code. The write-off period
and methods depend on the property being depreciated
and normally span 5-7 years.
• A Word About Vehicles: For the most part, the Sec
179, bonus depreciation and regular depreciation rules
explained previously also apply to vehicles. However,
certain limitations could apply to specific types of vehicles
based on their weight and use. If a vehicle weighs less
than 6,000 lbs and is not a special purpose vehicle (such
as a removal or flower van), certain depreciation limits will
apply. These rules become complicated and vary with each
method described above so we’ll leave it at that. Bottom
line (as you probably guessed it) is to talk to your CPA
before buying a vehicle that might not provide you the tax
savings you were hoping.
As you can see, there are a lot of tax rules on how to write
off stuff. (Heck, we never even got into the rules applicable
to real estate; we’ll save that for another article!) But
an important rule to remember is that purchasing stuff
should not be tax driven; it should always be a business
decision. Never buy stuff you don’t really need. Every
purchase should be something that will increase your top
line, help you become more cost efficient, or maintain
your current profits. We’ve had funeral home clients ask
us if they should buy a new hearse to save on taxes. Our
answer is normally another question: Do you really need
it? Sure, buying a hearse will reduce your taxes. But even
if you’re in the top tax bracket, unnecessarily buying a

hearse will mean you’re spending $1 in order to save 37¢;
you’re still losing 63¢. Also, it sometimes makes sense to
limit deductions now while preserving others for the future
when you’ll be in a higher tax bracket. Rarely should tax
planning be based on a single year.
Few people like to pay taxes, but the reality is that income
tax is a cost of doing business, just like insurance and
utilities. Similar to other business expenses, you can
employ strategies to minimize your taxes and one way
is to wisely manage what stuff you buy, when you buy it,
and how to expense it on your tax return. So be smart and
contact your CPA before you buy stuff. FBA
This article is meant to provide general information and
should not be construed as legal or tax advice or opinion
and is not a substitute advice of counsel, CPAs or other
professionals.

Raymond L. Bald, CPA, CFE is a funeral home tax accountant
and consultant with Cummings, Lamont & McNamee, PLLC.
He can be reached by phone at 603-772-3460, or you may
email him at rbald@clmcpa.com
Ronald H. Cooper, CPA is a funeral home accountant and
consultant with Ronald Cooper, CPA, PLLC. He can be
reached by phone at 603-671-8007, or you may email him
at ron@funeralhomeaccounting.com.
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Why Most
Marketing
Fails to
Achieve
Liftoff
Why most marketing fails and how
you can secure more business.
By Tyler Anderson

Wave upon wave of information crashes over today’s
customers. It’s distracting, sure, but it also short-circuits
rational choice. For most of us, we’re left with only the most
primitive of responses: Does it help me, hurt me, or can
I ignore it? Your messaging must be clear, concise, and
focused if you hope to cut through the clutter.
For kicks, imagine this:
You’re trying to close a sale with a bull rider. At the rodeo.
The gate is about to open, and you shout that your funeral
home has been owned for four generations and that you
provide personalized services with licensed care specialists,
using first-in-class facilities.
Chances are, the rider will tune you out. Why? For the simple
reason that they’re thinking about one thing, and one thing
only. And it’s not funeral service.

It’s not you, it’s them

Obviously, few, if any, of the customers you serve are bull
riders, but they are similarly focused or distracted. The
typical metropolitan consumer contends with at least 5,000
ads per day. To make a compelling appeal for their attention,
they must see a benefit.
It’s all about them.
You’ve already mastered the art of gauging how customers
react. Face-to-face, you can clarify your message, breaking
it down or reframing it so you’re on the same page. This
wealth of firsthand experience is a huge asset.
But marketing doesn’t offer this same leeway. Intuition is
powerful, but it’s also fallible.

Y

our wording is perfect, your design is enticing, and your
message feels compelling. You’re all but guaranteed a
flood of prospective customers. Except nobody calls, few
surveys are returned, and less than two of your “likes” convert.
Once again, you’re faced with the dreary task of saying
goodbye to your ROI.

It’s just not working

What went wrong? Is something else to blame?
It’s no secret that the market has changed. Funeral service
hovers over what Andy Grove of Intel called a strategic
inflection point, a period where businesses need to
completely rethink some aspect of their strategy--or face
irrelevance.
You’re facing more competition than ever before. Whether
because of direct disposers, the decline of religious
affiliation, or the rise of DIY funerals, fewer people believe
in the value of what you do. Funerals are now thought of as
commodities. How can you possibly change that?

Time is of the essence

In the past 8 seconds, you’ve read one short paragraph.
This happens to be the exact time it takes for a qualifying
bull ride, and it’s also the length of your average customer’s
attention span.
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“If you try to interpret a competitive threat or market upheaval
by simply squeezing it into an old pattern,” complexity
scientist Eric Bonabeau writes, “you’re likely to miss what
makes it different—and take the wrong action. Intuition is
a means not of assessing complexity but of ignoring it.”
An experienced intuition is powerful. When you combine
this with data-driven research and analysis, you learn much
more about what you thought you knew.

Knowing what you don’t know

Could you explain how a car battery stores electricity or how
your smartphone works? Without Google, most of us suffer
from what’s known as the illusion of explanatory depth.
We overestimate our understanding of almost everything.
Now, consider your market. It’s true that you’ve spent years
serving families in your community, but the diversity within
your market might surprise you.
For example, it’s easy to forget that our last four presidents,
for as different as they are, have one thing in common: they
are all baby boomers. Yet selling anything to them would
require completely different tactics.
Try imagining what it would take to capture Trump’s attention.
What’s the one thing you could say? If you spent hours
carefully studying videos, interviews, and any other data you

continued from page 60
could collect about his interests, habits, and preferences,
your message could be vastly more effective.
The point? Intuition is always better served when it has
science behind it. By conducting a precise market share
analysis, you’ll see exact demographics along with your
market’s untapped potential. From here you can begin
segmenting your market and directing messages to
customers based on previous purchasing habits.
To segment your market, try starting with M.A.S.D.A:
• Measurable: What variables determine the characteristics
and size of the market segment?
• Accessible: Which channels will reach members of this
segment, and why will they be most effective?
• Substantial: Is the segment large enough to be worthwhile?
• Differentiable: Are the needs of one segment easy to
distinguish from the needs of another?
• Actionable: Can your funeral home serve this segment’s
needs?
Armed with the right data and metrics, you can be confident
that your marketing messages will resonate. Your next step
will be to test how well they work.

Always be testing

Without an effective measurement, your business will
fumble for results in the dark. Testing turns on the lights.
Through validated learning, your get evidence you can see,
giving you clear reasons to either persevere with a strategy
or change course.
To start, analyze a marketing piece that had measurable
results. What elements seemed to contribute to its success?
Why?
Next, follow these basic steps:
• Raise a question. Question why a certain strategy works
or how it might be improved. We have tested everything
for our funeral home partners, from the removal of a single
sentence to revising a message’s branding. Even with
proven marketing collateral, revising a minor detail makes
a difference. And if it doesn’t, your test will show you why.
Either way, you’ll have concrete evidence.
• Define your variables. What measurable difference
might lead to a meaningful result? After establishing an
independent variable that you can measure, create a control

piece and a challenger that you can begin testing. For
example, we used to have direct mail responses sent back
to our funeral home partners, where they were gathered and
shipped out-of-state. The process seemed inefficient, so
we tested it—and we found out that returns were unaffected.
By isolating a single element, you can learn what’s most
effective.
• Measure the results. Making sure you have a robust
data collection system is key. Knowing the importance of
measurement, we consistently track every lead throughout
the entire sales pipeline, especially through the many
touchpoints it takes to schedule appointments. If you can
similarly align your marketing plan sales strategy, you will be
well-positioned for testing success. By having every lead,
follow-up call, appointment, meeting, and sale gathered in
one place, you can easily incorporate new data to see how
your results stack up over time.

Waiting on the results

No matter which lead source you test, focus on the metrics
that matter, i.e., set, hold, and close rates. When we rolled
out digital marketing, for instance, we promised to go
beyond likes and clicks. Why? Because marketing should
always be about results, i.e., sales.
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Aftercare Card Program

Aftercare-By-Text
Hi Betsy, this is Donald at
Miller Funeral Home. I know
how difficult today is and I
wanted to let you know we are
all thinking about you today.

Unless you’re already a marketing expert, you’ll face a lot
of trial and error as you get started. Getting results will take
time, as little as a week for digital channels and long as three
months for direct mail. But it will be worth it.
With enough time and testing, combined with careful
nurturing, your preneed leads will convert.

Conclusion

Marketing success really comes down to four simple steps:
1) Understand; 2) Test; 3) Learn; 4) Repeat.
Through an in-depth analysis of your market, you’ll be
able to set up market segments and deliver more effective
messages. Your marketing will begin to drive results.
When you combine this with rigorous testing, your messages
will become even more focused and will continue to improve.
Simple isn’t always easy. It will take time to build a proactive
program, but soon you will see your preneed sales grow
while your at-need sales thrive.

One year follow up that includes four
cards plus a survey sent to your families.

Personalized, caring text messages sent
on meaningful days for up to two years.

Enroll 3
Families Free

30 Day
Free Trial

The best part? Competitors will still be saying goodbye to
their ROI.
You’ll be saying hello. FBA

Tyler Anderson was born and raised in the funeral profession, He grew up with a personal appreciation for the importance of ceremony
and ritual. His grandfather started his first funeral home in 1944 and the Anderson family continues to operate firms in the state of
Ohio today. Tyler began his preneed career as an advance planner, then regional sales manager with The Outlook Group, which his
father, Charles, founded in 1985. Later, as CEO and President (2010-2016), Tyler helped Outlook Group become one of the nation’s
top preneed companies. His unwavering passion to help more families experience a meaningful service fueled his decision to unite
with Precoa in 2017. Today, Tyler helps to share our vision nationwide through the connections he builds with funeral homes and
professional peers. To connect with Tyler, he can be reached by phone at 773.263.5187 or by email tanderson@precoa.com.
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Get a FREE SAMPLE or Schedule a DEMO
Text “AFTERCARE” to 910-613-6386
Visit Aftercare.com/fba or call 1-800-721-7097
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ech solutions have done wonders for the funeral
profession. The perks of digitization have been
tremendously beneficial in cleaning up our day-to-day
processes. Ample time has been saved in an array of areas
such as eliminating pesky paperwork, consolidating files
and information, streamlining internal processes, and one
of the greatest bonuses, the ability to connect with our client
families rapidly and efficiently through email, social media
and other outlets.

Ready Capital
Small Business Specialty Finance

We can help you with your funeral home financing needs
Ready Capital, through its subsidiary ReadyCap Lending, LLC, is a nationwide direct lender that
specializes in financing uniquely successful businesses that require specialized industry knowledge. Our
Small Business Specialty Finance Team are industry specialists that have 10-20 years of experience
lending to the Death Care Industry. Our loan programs are designed to maximize business cash flow
and the creation of wealth for our clients.

With interactive and responsive websites, there are thorough
online arrangement forms and robust checklists available for
our consumer to review. We now seamlessly connect families
with florists and display merchandise that is available for
online purchase all in the name of convenience, simplicity
and accessibility.
We have done a fantastic job at creating such user-friendly,
e-commerce online experiences for our consumers, it
begs the question: do they really need us anymore? Are
we revealing all the necessary accouterments to put on a
perfect funeral that suddenly we, the funeral directors, and
our traditional venues these funerals take place in, lack
necessity or significance?
There are a handful of other factors altering the arena of
the profession; I needn’t even mention the cremation rate.
Coupled with the recent outsourcing of services and client
families’ accessibility of funeral goods traditionally taken
care of by the funeral professional, with the rise of the
“nones,” (non-religious affiliated population), traditional
funerals seem to be something of a 20th century has-been
to many consumers today. If these trends continue to rise
steadily, as they are predicted to, the conventional familyowned and locally operated business model runs the risk
of becoming obsolete.
In the midst of this transition, yet another threat looms over
traditional funeral businesses. Funeral profession outsiders
are pouncing on what they have deemed a latent market
opportunity. Executives from companies like Disney and
Nike are storming into the funeral profession looking to
rattle the industry, and they do not seem to have the health
of the profession in its traditional sense in mind. More and
more of these start-up businesses seem to be working
around funeral directors and looking to go directly to the
consumer. This may not be an entirely new development,
but it is certainly one that is gaining traction and putting
the funeral profession as we know it on the fast track to
commoditization and possibly extinction. Unless funeral
professionals begin to fight back by providing valuable,
time-well-spent funeral experiences, the profession will
continue to slide further down this doomed path. While the
issues presented are daunting and there’s no “magic wand”
solution, what follows are a few actionable tips that you
can implement today to help you win back the profession.
1. Be seen and heard:
If you aren’t already, become a recognizable face in your
community. Sponsor events, show up to expos, and
engage your townspeople. If it doesn’t seem like you are
campaigning for elected office, then you are missing the

Funeral homes have substantial value that is intangible. We understand the value of your firm, and we
will lend against the goodwill value where many lenders will not. Our creative loan structures promote
cash flow, growth, and liquidity for our clients.

Loans can be structured to include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Up to 100% Financing
Up to 25 Year Terms and Amortization
Construction & Renovation Financing
Equipment Financing
Working capital
Acquisitions & Partner Buyouts
Debt Consolidations

Please call or email one of our specialists TODAY to
learn more about how we can help you with your funeral
home financing opportunities!

For media inquires please contact Jennifer Graziano | info@readycapital.com | 866-379-0967

Creative Solutions. Reliable Results.
www.readycapital.com
© 2018 ReadyCap Lending, LLC. | Arizona Commercial Mortgage Banker License #CBK 0930164 and #CBKBR-0120450, California Finance Lender’s License #60DBO 43995, Iowa Mortgage
Banker License #MBK-2014-0053, Oregon Mortgage Lender License #ML-5305, South Dakota Mortgage Lender License #ML.05087, Vermont Lender License #6680
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mark! Embrace your role as a healing minister within your
community. Be there for the community when they need
you most. Host bereavement classes, lunch n’ learns, invite
the people in! Face time with the public is paramount to
surviving and thriving in today’s competitive landscape.
Taking these steps will ensure that you and your funeral
home are recognized as the market leader in providing a
safe space for people to move through their grief and learn
to live within their loss.
2. Find the right talent:
Hire keenly! Look for talent outside of the funeral profession.
If you know someone who happens to exude the culture of
your business but doesn’t have any funeral experience, take
a chance, bring them on board and see if they are a good fit.
Most task-oriented skills are teachable, other skillsets such
as a warm and welcoming personality and high emotional
intelligence, not so much. I challenge my clients to groom
talent and invest the time in staff development. With many
retail stores closing their doors, there are talented, peopleoriented friendly faces looking for work.

3. Consider investing in an event center:
Why not do it all? This is a question I ask my clients all
the time. Instead of sending families off to a country
club or a restaurant, host the reception at your funeral
home. Of course, this hinges on state regulations and the
funds you have available to you, but perhaps instead of
upgrading your fleet of cars, consider adding catering
and reception spaces to your own facility. Imagine having
everything under one roof. The family won’t have to do
anything on their own. You are the hero because you
have conveniently handled everything they could have
thought of and more!

Dramatically reduce casket costs!

With 2019 halfway behind us, keep these tips in mind
as you strategize and plan for years ahead. The time is
now to take back our sacred profession and uphold the
ministry of funeral service with a focus on the future and
the wisdom guiding us on our mission. Let’s embrace
the adage ‘a rising tide raises all ships,’ and fight
against the factors leading to the otherwise imminent
commoditization of our profession. FBA

Shannon Cummings is the Creative Thinking Writer and Storyteller for Life Celebration, Inc, a company that specializes in
experience staging, training, and custom print design and production. Shannon can be reached at 888.887.3782 or by email
at scummings@lifecelebration.com or visit www.lifecelebrationinc.com.

CH-300

Church Truck

!

NEW

Timber

Ideal for use in churches, synagogues, funeral homes

Solid Wood
Weathered Oak Finish
Realtree® Camo or Duck Cloth Interior

and mortuaries.
The Junkin Church Truck, constructed of anodized
aluminum tubing, is sturdy for moving and displaying
any size casket.

TM

CH-300

Convenient and easy to maneuver, the accordion x-design
allows for four positions – folded for easy transport to fully

To qualify for One Source Prime pricing, customers must purchase 1/2 or full
semi-trailer loads of USA made Cremation Containers, Metal and Hardwood
Caskets in any assortment on one load delivered to one location with one call.

extended for supporting a casket.
Available in three anodized finishes: silver, gold, and
bronze. Please specify color selection when ordering.
Specifications
Folded:
7" L x 30" H
Position 1: 27" L x 29" H
Position 2: 51" L x 26" H
Position 3: 62 ½" L x 22 ½" H x 22" W

PROUDLY MANUFACTURED IN THE USA

888-458-6546

3121 Millers Lane • Louisville, KY 40216
Tel: 502-775-8303 • Fax: 502-772-0548

OneSourcePrime.us

S A F E T Y A P P L I A N C E CO M PA N Y

(833) 871-4677

www.junkinsafety.com
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In the Age of Information,

ONLY YOUR ACCOUNTANT CAN TELL THE DIFFERENCE.

Misinformation Just Does Not Cut It
By Kevin McKay

F

or the record, I have met hundreds of crematory owners
at this point. I have yet to feel like any of them were
disingenuous or dishonest within the confines of their
business. The desire to always have the answer can be a
slippery slope in any business, and plenty of people can
make the mistake of regurgitating bad information in an
effort to produce a response.
I recently had an interesting conversation with a customer.
She was not from the cremation profession; she was a dental
laboratory owner. She knew we handled other professions
but didn’t know how involved we were with death care until
she found our cremation recycling specific website, and the
timing for her inquiry couldn’t have been better. I am sharing
our interaction because I think the cremation profession can
benefit greatly from it.
To give you some context, she has owned and operated a
dental lab for 40+ years. The primary function of a dental
lab is to create the dental prosthetics for patients of the
dentists they service. When you need a crown for instance,
your dentist will take an impression of the area that needs
the crown. They then send that impression off to the lab to

have the crown made. For decades, gold and palladium have
been widely used in the alloys to make these prosthetics.
For this reason, a dental lab owner and/or technician would
be very knowledgeable about precious metals; specifically
their melt temperatures and durability.
She started our conversation by telling me she recently had
a family member pass away and they were cremated. Forget
for a moment that she is a dental lab owner and realize she’s
simply the general public. She had intimate knowledge of
the amount of gold in this person’s mouth because she
made all of the prosthetics. When she asked a crematory
about the process of recovering these dental pieces, she
was given anything but the correct information. It’s one
thing for a customer to assume they know something and
it’s vastly different when they definitely know something.
In this case, she knew she was being misinformed.
When she asked what happens to the metal in their loved
ones mouth, she was told, “it’s too small to survive the
cremation process”. She knew this wasn’t accurate, so
she decided to call another funeral home in her area to ask,
generally speaking, what happened to the metal. They told
her “if there is any gold, it just melts away
and is gone when the cremation is complete”.
Again, she knew this to be inaccurate.
After calling two more funeral homes in her
area and getting the same sort of responses,
she called me to ask what the deal was. Why
were these funeral homes so confidently saying
things that just weren’t true?
She knows gold and palladium have melting
temperatures at close to 2,000 and 2,800°F
respectively, and then once they’re brought
back to room temperature they just harden.
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Sich Indigo Silver - HA21

IS IT IN BAD TASTE TO CALL
A CASKET “SEXY?”
Given our caskets’ intended purpose,
it may seem odd to apply words that
might otherwise describe an exotic
sports car. But considering that both
casket and car are designed to convey the occupant in style, and both

are painstakingly made by people
who take their craft to the level of art,
for whom every detail matters, the
comparison fits. On the other hand,
ours goes from zero to profitable in
just a matter of seconds.

For your nearest Sich distributor, call 888-794-1744 or visit www.sichcasket.com
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First Impressions Count!
Revolutionary first call pouch technology that standard pouches miss!

• Reversible Design • Dual Pillow Sleeve
• Outer Pockets
& Dual Inside Pockets
• Full Length Mattress Sleeve • Custom Fabrics
• 6 Additional Inches in Depth • Dual Zippers

• WE ALSO MANUFACTURE COT COVERS •
800.645.8966 | info@kanga-woo.com | www.kanga-woo.com
US Patent #9693925

Precious metals don’t easily disintegrate. For example, the
boiling point for gold is nearly 5,000°F and palladium is
just under 4,000°F. A temperature a retort will never even
come close to. The only metals that a crematory may come
in contact with that will potentially disintegrate in the retort
are zinc and mercury with boiling points of 1660 and 674°F.
There are no two ways about it, dental prosthetics survive
the cremation process and are in the cremated remains after
the cremation process is complete.

Cremation Jewelry

A beautiful collection of Stainless Steel keepsake
jewelry. Each pendant will hold a small amount
of cremated remains. Each pendant comes with a
matching 20” Stainless Steel chain and jewelry gift box.

She called me because she realized we worked with
crematories and knew from experience that we recycle
precious metals from the dental profession. There was an
obvious relationship.
I think I did a good job of tempering her frustration by letting
her know that the vast majority of crematories we work with
donate the money generated from recycling the metal. As I
said earlier, I don’t think anyone in the death care profession
would intentionally lie to his or her families or prospective
families. However, saying the wrong thing can come off
the wrong way. I also brought her up to speed in regard to
how new this concept really is for most crematories. The
reception from crematories about recycling even from 5
years ago is far and away more open today. With that said, I
still think there is a misunderstanding by some crematories
as to how these metals react in the retort and also how
valuable some of these metals are.
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I asked her not to blast the crematories she spoke with on
social media for a number of reasons, but mostly because in
the court of public opinion, one bad apple does tend to spoil
the bunch, and I know as a whole the crematory profession
is doing the right thing.
To me, the obvious lesson to be learned is not to misinform
the public by giving an incorrect response just to give a
response, but to research the topic and respond correctly. As
it relates to this specifically, I have always said it’s better to
get out in front of the question. A typical response is “It’s not
practical for our facility to recover dental pieces individually
to turn over to the family. Therefore, we send in all the metal
to a trade recycler who adheres to EPA regulations and
properly recycles all metal that is left behind after cremation.
If there are any proceeds from recycling the metal, we
donate that money to charity”. Highlight the charities you
give to and how much you give. From indigent services to
pediatric health concerns to veteran support, there are
endless opportunities to contribute to. This is undoubtedly
some of the best public relations you could ever have!
In the end, she and I had a great conversation that left her
realizing how the process of allowing crematories to properly
recycle the metal and donate the money to worthy causes was
another meaningful act from their deceased loved one. FBA

Kevin McKay is the Cremation Division Manager for MidStates Recycling and Refining. He can be reached at 847298-0010 or by email at kmckay@midstatesrecycling.com,
or visit their website at www.cremationrecycling.com.

1.888.454.3356 | www.lifelongmemories.net
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The
Obituary,
Your Marketing Machine
By Petra Lina Orloff

L

et's take a break. Let's not talk about social media. Let's
not even think about it. Let's shut down and go offline.
Let's take a few minutes and think about storytelling.

Every moment of our lives is a story. All of our habits, our
customs, our culture; it's all based on stories. Stories are
the heart and soul of every human experience. The good
and bad, the best of times and the worst: we have stories
for everything. And we will continue to create and recreate,
revise, and improvise stories until the end of our time. We
cannot get away from storytelling because we live it.
Humans are entrenched in stories. We crave them. And
because we need stories, storytellers, in whatever form, wield
great power. As Plato indicates, "Those who tell the stories
rule our society." This power is particularly advantageous
for you. You spend your day listening to stories and in turn,
providing your clientele with a story about your home and
the services and products you offer, providing examples of
how these things can be used and the positive outcome of
your client's choices. Your stories reassure. They soothe.
They are confident and at the same time, hopeful.
The other stories you tell are also advantageous. Not
everyone purchases a casket. Not everyone wants memorial
jewelry. Not everyone wants a funeral. But everyone gets
an obituary. It's a service which is already built-in to your
system, so utilize the obituary to its fullest. This doesn't
mean only posting it up on your website and letting it linger
into perpetuity. Instead, let the obituary work for you: use
it as a tool to naturally accomplish those other tasks which

take both time and money. In every obituary, you have a
marketing force, one that is more impactful and reaches
farther than any marketing service you can purchase. You
must, however, put that story to good use and then, let
others share it to your benefit.
The number of people browsing obituaries has not
decreased. However, these people are only actually reading
and remembering the obituaries which give them a story, the
ones which contextualize a life. Setting up your obituaries
to get a thorough read is as simple as including a photo,
beginning with an interesting quote, or adding a few simple
details like the deceased's favorite book, film, or music:
anything to distract from the litany of surviving relatives.
Keep this in mind, people won't be interested in the surviving
relatives if they aren't first interested in the person who
died. You must capture your reader's attention. Think of
it this way, if your home is producing the one thing which
markets your home more than anything else and producing
that one thing like every other home in the United States,
then people will come to think of your home as every other
home. To separate yourself from the pack, to gain an avid
and active audience, you must differentiate yourself. Do it
with your most publicized story: the obituary.
Just as in the film, "If you build it, he will come." Your
readership, your clicks, your likes, whatever it is that you
use to measure your marketing success, will increase, even if
you continue to post in the same manner, but only if you use
material that is more content-rich, like a nuanced obituary.
Your metrics will increase because stories are compelling
and people cannot help but pass them on, remember them,
and continue sharing them. In this way, your audience also
becomes your most influential marketing force.
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Certificate in Thanatology
Certificate in Death Companioning

The field of end-of-life support
is growing rapidly - and so is the
need for End of Life Professionals.
Whether you are in funeral service, hospice, clinical
fields, religious service or seeking a rewarding
career, a Certificate in Death Companioning or
Thanatology can help position you for success.
“Your Success is Our Goal”
Get Certified — Online

Humans are drawn to stories, so draw people to you through
the stories you create. Become the master storyteller who
regales his audience and commands his community by
authoring narratives people find compelling. You can do
this by creating obituaries which are more than an elongated
death notice, by taking those life stories and getting them
to as many people as possible in a manner people find
most convenient, which is not searching for them online
and landing on a page which isn't even your website. When
traditional obituaries are enhanced, and leveraged efficiently
with technology, research indicates these new memorials can
generate buzz which impacts thousands, beckoning potential
clientele to your door, growing your brand awareness,
increasing your word-of-mouth referrals, and driving your
pre- and at-need sales up exponentially. FBA

Petra Lina Orloff is president and CEO of Beloved, which
produces custom, personalized, handcrafted obituaries and
eulogies. She has been a professional writer for over 20 years
and also completed the PhD program in English at Wayne State
University in Detroit, where she taught literature and cultural
studies. Her academic area of specialty is storytelling. You may
contact her at petra@beloved-press.com or at (248) 894-7076,
or visit www.beloved-press.com.
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NEW &
ONLINE!

Graduating Professionals of Distinction

Visit www.mid-america.edu to apply online or learn more
812.288.8878

Search Engine Marketing for Funeral Homes:

Why It Matters and How to Do It
By Welton Hong

A

re you leveraging search engine marketing (SEM) to up
the ante on how well your business performs in Google
and other search engines?
Many companies believe they're engaging in SEM, but they're
only using search engine optimization (SEO) tactics. Discover
the difference, learn why SEM is critical to success, and make
note of some tips for launching your own SEM campaigns.
What Is SEM?
Search engine marketing is the process of getting your
business more exposure in search results through paid
advertisements. This contrasts with SEO, which involves
optimizing your site and online presence rank higher in
organic search listings.
Organic search results are the "free" results. These are the
sites Google (or any other search engine) deems to be most
applicable to a person's query.
SEM is more concerned with paid search results—paid listings
that appear atop search results and are identified as ads. SEM
might also include text-based or image-based ads (or product
listings) that appear somewhere on a search results page.
Note that search engines still have relevancy and quality
requirements for SEM. You aren't guaranteed ad placement.
You bid for it, and the amount you're willing to pay per click
(plus the quality/relevancy of your ad and on-site content)
determine whether your ad shows up on the page.
Why Is SEM Important for Funeral Homes?
SEM gets you in front of consumers interested in your
services even when organic SEO doesn't. Plus, because SEM
is based heavily on paid advertising, you can specifically
target ads to searchers who are in a decision-making
moment. For funeral homes, that means ensuring your
company appears in search results for families in need or
when someone is considering preplanning.
Consider these statistics to understand the value of SEM
for funeral homes:
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• Eighty-nine percent of customers start any buying decision
by conducting research via search engines, and more than
35 percent of people looking for products start specifically
with Google.
• Sixty-seven percent of any purchasing journey now occurs
online, which means the majority of interaction is digital.
• Those searches don't last long; individuals decide which
site to click on in less than a minute, so good page placement
is often worth spending money on.
Tips for SEM that Works
But it's not enough to throw money at digital ads randomly.
Succeeding with funeral home SEM requires tactical and
analytical marketing chops. Research and knowledge of
your target audience becomes a foundation for viable ad
campaigns and groups when you follow these SEM tips:
1. Define your audience (or audiences).
One of the biggest benefits of SEM is the ability to target search
ads to your audience or segments of your audience. But to do
that properly, you must understand who your audience is.
Take time to define various sections of your consumer
base, including demographics, how they might search, and
what reason they would have to engage with your content
or company.
For example, older adults might be looking to preplan their final
arrangements to remove this burden from their families, younger
adults might be helping their parents preplan, and families might
be searching because they have immediate needs.

Every year,
we fund over
50,000 funerals,
serve over
2,800 funeral homes,
and pay out over
$350 million for
funerals.
We must be doing it right.
Admittedly, the stats are pretty impressive. No other insurance assignment
company can boast the number of funeral homes served or the amount of
money paid out yearly to make sure every funeral goes off without a hitch.
But what’s truly impressive is the way in which we work with our clients, as if
each one is our only one. And serving them quickly and painlessly is our only
job, which, in fact, is so. While bigger isn’t always better, sometimes it is. As in
the case of the company you want servicing your insurance assignments.

2. Conduct keyword research.
Discover what keywords and phrases people are using to find
death care services now. Keyword research you completed
six months ago might not be valid anymore, and your gut
reaction on how people are searching could be wrong.
Use some of the free tools below to gather information
such as how many searches use certain keywords, how

CJF.com | 800.785.0003

& You
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competitive those keywords are, and suggestions for other
keywords to target.
• Google Ads Keyword Planner is built into the Google
Ads (formerly Google AdWords) dashboard, letting you
research, analyze, and store keyword data in the same
place you launch ads from. Keyword Planner also provides
suggested ad bid amounts for specific keywords, helping
you prioritize phrases for your ad campaigns.
• SEMRush is a robust free tool that lets you conduct site
audits, view a list of suggested keywords, and understand
what keywords your competitors are targeting.
• Keywordtool.Io lets you view keyword information across
multiple channels, including Bing, Google, Google Ads, and
social platforms such as Instagram or Twitter, so you can
plan multichannel ad campaigns.
3. Understand search intent.
Once you have a list of key phrases, divide it by search
intent. Search intent is the reason someone types into the
search bar to begin with. For example, someone might
search because they're interested in making a purchase
or talking to someone about services. Someone else might
search simply to garner new information.
Dividing keywords into intent groups is important for two
reasons:
• Some keywords don't have commercial intent strong
enough to support ads, so Google doesn't even show them.

For example, a search for "what is cremation" doesn't
typically return any advertisements, because that's an
information-seeking query. You wouldn't want to bid on
this key phrase for ad purposes.

JOHN MCQUEEN

ANDERSON-MCQUEEN FUNERAL HOMES

In contrast, searches for "cost of cremation," "cremation
providers," and "cremation urn" all bring up advertisements
because these queries have more commercial intent.
• Certain keywords are more likely to be used by people
in various audience subsections or different stages of the
buying journey. Sifting keywords into these subsections
lets you target ad campaigns (and the associated on-site
content) to specific needs. The ad content that converts
someone in need is different from ad content to entice
someone who is just starting to consider preplanning.

“WE HAD REACHED A
POINT WHERE PROGRESS
WAS GOING TO
REQUIRE MORE THAN
PERSISTENCE. IT WAS
GOING TO REQUIRE
A PARTNER.

4. Take a comprehensive approach to ad placement.
Finally, remember that your ad isn't the final sales tool.
The purpose of search ads is to show up at the right time
for the user and persuade them to click on your link. A
comprehensive approach to search engine marketing for
funeral homes ensures that you have high-quality landing
pages and other on-site content to back your ads.
The formula tends to be data-backed, keyword-rich
targeted advertising plus high-quality, relevant content
with strong calls to action equals conversion. For funeral
homes, conversions mean people signing up to find out
more or calling to make an appointment for preplanning or
immediate need services. FBA

A PARTNER LIKE FPG.”

Welton Hong is the founder and marketing director of Ring Ring Marketing (FuneralHomeProfits.com), which specializes in helping
funeral homes convert leads from online directly to the phone line. Welton also is a speaker at funeral home conferences and the
author of Making Your Phone Ring with Internet Marketing for Funeral Homes. Reach him by email at info@ringringmarketing.com
or call toll-free at 888.383-2848.

We’ve had tremendous growth at AndersonMcQueen. While that has been exciting and
validating, it’s also challenging. How do we
sustain that? It was time to find a like-minded
partner. Foundation Partners Group fit the
mold. Their innovative and forward-thinking
instincts assured me, that together, we could
keep our funeral homes relevant and even
progress to greater heights.
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Foundation Partners Group
4901 Vineland Road
Suite 300
Orlando, FL 32811
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In fact, FPG has invited me to share my insights
and proven ideas to their associates around the
country. That’s true partnership. Since joining
forces, we are both stronger. And I’m convinced
I couldn’t have made a better decision for
myself or my company.

Get in Touch
1-888-788-7526
LearnMore@FoundationPartners.com
www.FoundationPartners.com

NFDA Embalming and Restorative Art Seminar

Calendar
of
events

CANA's Crematory Operations Certification Program
September 6, 2019
Scottsdale, AZ
Paradise Memorial Gardens
www.cremationassociation.org

NJSFDA Funeral Directors Convention & Expo
September 17, 2019
Atlantic City, NJ
Harrah’s Waterfront Conference Center

Annual Meeting - Selected Independent Funeral Homes
September 23, 2019
Nashville, TN
JW Marriott Nashville
www.selectedfuneralhomes.org

OCT 2019

Funeral Industry

SEP 2019

August 15, 2019
Nashville, TN
John A. Gupton College
www.nfda.org

THE TRUSTED
CREDIT CARD PROCESSOR
Funeral & Cremation Care

CANA's Crematory Operations Certification Program
October 9, 2019
Albany, NY
Location TBD
www.cremationassociation.org

CANA's Crematory Operations Certification Program
October 22, 2019
Atlanta, GA
Location TBD
www.cremationassociation.org

OUR SERVICES
THE OFFICIAL CREDIT CARD
PROCESSOR FOR

Educating the Families You Serve about the "WHy" of the Funeral

JUL 2019

NFDA Leadership Conference

October 25, 2019
Chicago, IL
Radisson Blue Aqua Hotel
www.selectedfuneralhomes.org

July 13, 2019
San Diego, CA
Manchester Grand Hyatt
events.nfda.org

July 31, 2019
Louisville, KY
Omni Louisville Hotel
www.cremationassociation.org

CANA's Crematory Operations Certification Program

AUG 2019

July 31, 2019
Louisville, KY
Omni Louisville Hotel
www.cremationassociation.org
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Selected Connections
August 7, 2019
Akron, OH
The Billow Funeral Homes and Crematory
www.selectedfuneralhomes.org
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MAY 2020 APR 2020 NOV 2019

CANA's 101st Annual Cremation Innovation Convention

GUARANTEED SAVINGS $$
$ OR WE WILL PAY YOU
$500

October 27-30, 2019
Chicago, IL
McCormick Place
www.nfda.org

July 29, 2019
Cincinnati, OH
Location TBA
www.uflife.com

ALL IN ONE SOLUTIONS
FOR CHECK VERIFICATION
AND LOW COST CREDIT
CARD PROCESSING

Crematory Operations Certification Program
November 13, 2019
Houston, TX
National Museum of Funeral History
www.cremationassociation.org

The Bereavement Cruise

PERSONALIZED CUSTOMER
SUPPORT WITH A FUNERAL
CARE EXPERT

April 19, 2020
Royal Caribbean

Indiana Funeral Directors Association Annual
Convention and Trade Show
May 11, 2020
Embassy Suites Conference Center
www.infda.org

TRANSPARENT FEES WITH
RATE GUARANTEE. NO
LONG TERM CONTRACTS

Also Associated With

NFDA 2019 International Convention and Expo

2019 Leaders Conference

Chosen Payments is dedicated to
providing the lowest cost, fastest funding
and most technologically-driven solutions
for funeral and cremation care providers.

SWITCH TO US TODAY!
855 4CHOSEN | chosenpayments.com
Chosen Payments is a registered ISO/MSP of Wells Fargo Bank N.A., Walnut Creek, CA

NO REASON TO LOOK ANYWHERE
ELSE, WE HAVE IT ALL!

CONAWAY’S
SERVING THE FUNERAL
INDUSTRY FOR 53 YEARS

P.O. BOX 1132, UNIONTOWN, PA 15401
TOLL FREE 800.333.2533
TEL 724.439.8800 / FAX 724.439.6404

WE H AV E THE FINEST
U S E D V E H I C LE S IN THE
C OU NTRY!

2019 MKT LINCOLN MK LEGACY COACH
WITH 34 MILES.
SILVER EXTERIOR ANS BLACK INTERIOR.

2019 CADILLAC PLATINUM COACH
WITH 43 MILES.
BLACK EXTERIOR AND BLACK INTERIOR .

2013 MERCEDES SPRINTER WITH
24,000 MILES.
BLACK EXTERIOR AND BLACK
INTERIOR.
2019 MKT LINCOLN MK TOWNCAR
WITH 16 MILES.
BLACK EXTERIOR WITH BLACK AND GRAY
INTERIOR.

2014 CADILLAC PLATINUM COACH WITH
23,000 MILES. SILVER EXTERIOR WITH
BLACK AND GRAY INTERIOR.

2011 CADILLAC S&S MEDALIST COACH
WITH 34,000 MILES.
BLACK EXTERIOR AND BLUE REAR
INTERIOR.

2019 CHEVY TRAVERSE WITH
5,500 MILES.
BLACK EXTERIOR WITH BLACK AND
GRAY INTERIOR.

2016 MKT LINCOLN S&S MAJESTIC
COACH WITH 10,500 MILES.
WHITE EXTERIOR WITH BLACK AND
GRAY INTERIOR.

WORLDWIDE SUPPLIERS SINCE 1971
REASONABLE RATES
WE SHIP EVERYWHERE IN THE COUNTRY, AS WELL
AS OVERSEAS
2011 CADILLAC S&S MEDALIST COACH
WITH 42,473 MILES.

LET US HELP YOU WITH YOUR LETTER OF CREDIT
AND FREIGHT FORWARDING NEEDS

2011 CADILLAC S&S MASTERPIECE
WITH 29,387 MILES.
BLACK EXTERIOR AND NEUTRAL
INTERIOR.

CALL FOR INFORMATION ON VEHICLES SHOWN OR FOR ADDITIONAL LIST OF LOW MILEAGE VEHICLES

800.333.2533
VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.CONAWAYSALES.COM
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276.650.3356 | acfurniture.com

76

Lifelong Memories
888.454.3356 | lifelongmemories.com

71

Aftercare.com
800.721.7097 | aftercare.com

63

Live Oak Bank
liveoakbank.com/financing

27

American Funeral Consultants
800.832.6232 | teamafc.com

18

Madelyn Company
800.788.0887 | madelynpendants.com

20

ASD - Answering Service for Directors
800.868.9950 | myasd.com

55

MediaBuk
385.630.4664 | MediaBuk.com/NFDA2018

29

9

Memorial Reefs International
877.218.0747 | memorialreefs.international

59

Bass-Mollett
800.851.4046 | bass-mollett.com
Bio-Response Solutions
317.386.3503 | bioresponsesolutions.com

18

Memory Glass
866.488.4554 | memoryglass.com

58

Bogati Urn Company
941.351.3382 | bogatiurns.com

19

Messenger Stationery
800.827.5151 | messengerstationery.com

51

BSF
913.890.3966 | 4bsf.com

83

Miller Architects
800.772.1758 | millerab.com

23

C & J Financial
800.785.0003 | cjf.com

75

Mortuary Lift
800.628.8809 | mortuarylift.com

58

National Mortuary Shipping
800.321.0185 | natlmortuaryshipping.com

54
22

Chosen Payments
855.4CHOSEN | chosenpayments.com

FC, 42-43, 79

Clarity Memories
800.697.0725 | claritymemories.com

19

NFDA
800.228.6332 | nfda.org

Conaway Sales
800.333.2533 | conawaysales.com

80

Noble Metal Solutions
888.764.3105 | noblemetalsolutions.com

Doric Vaults
855.55.DORIC | doric-vaults.com

61

One Source Prime
833.871.4677 | onesourceprime.us

67

Passages International
888.480.6400 | passagesinternational.com

31

Express Funeral Funding
812.949.9011 | expressfuneralfunding.com
FDLIC
800.692.9515 | funeraldirectorslife.com

7
IFC

Passare
800.371.4485 | passare.com

3
40-41

17

Pierce Chemical
800.527.6419 | piercechemical.com

Foundation Partners Group
888.788.7526 | foundationpartners.com

77

Pierce Colleges
812.288.8878 | mid-america.edu

73

Platinum Funeral Coach
513.752.0734 | platinumfuneralcoach.com

81

4-5, 46-47

Funeral Data Manager
888.478.9775 | funeraldatamanager.com/FBA

35

Ready Capital
800.453.3548 | readycapital.com

65

Funeral Home Gifts
800.233.0439 | funeralhomegifts.com

53

Ring Ring Marketing
888.383.2848 | atneedsprofits.com

20

FuneralScreen
800.270.1237 | funeralscreen.com

70

Sich Caskets
888.794.1744 | sichcasket.com

69

Galaxy Audio
800.369.7768 | galaxyaudio.com

33

Starmark
888.366.7335 | starmarkcp.com

57

Thacker Casket
800.637.8891 | thackercaskets.com

15

ICCFA
800.645.7700 | iccfaconvention.com

37, 55

Infinite Innovations
800.362.6224 | infparts.com

81

Trigard
800.637.1992 | trigard.com

13

Infinity Urns
866.511.4443 | infinityurns.com

33

Tukios
tukios.com/infinite

84

Junkin Safety
888.458.6546 | junkinsafety.com

66

United Midwest Savings Bank
877.751.4622 | umwsb.com

11

Kanga-Woo
800.645.8966 | kanga-woo.com

70

Vantage Point Preneed
888.285.4599 | vantagepointpreneed.com

21

L&G Funeral Supplies
800.497.7310 | landgsupplies.com

23

Wilbert Funeral Services
wilbert.com

39

Lamcraft
800.821.1333 | lamcraft.com

68

82
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We have an efficient process to
get your loan submitted, approved
and closed so you can get back to
taking care of the families you
serve.

44-45

FDMS
480.568.8280 | webfdms.com

Frazer Consultants
866.372.9372 | frazerconsultants.com

Call today to have your loan reviewed
by one of the most experienced
funeral home bankers currently
serving the industry.

Matt Manske

Managing Member
(P) 913.890.3966
(F) 866.665.2768
(E) matt@4bsf.com
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